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Executive summary
In 2011, a cross-disciplinary research team at Loughborough University undertook a study to
explore the academic reading behaviour of its students. The partners in the study wished to
produce evidence-based recommendations to enhance the University’s provision of academic
reading for undergraduates and postgraduates and to better support reading practices and
procedures.
A literature review and findings from an earlier Loughborough survey (Barnet, 2010) informed
the development of an online questionnaire, produced using BOS, the University survey
software. The questionnaire was piloted by the Students’ Union Executive Committee and
distributed to the student population in February 2011. It explored how much time students
spent reading as part of their studies; whether or not they felt that the amount of reading they
did was sufficient; how, when and what they read; and what the key motivational factors were.
It also looked at reading lists, digital and recreational reading.
Several key findings emerged:


The majority of students in the study felt that they did not read enough (63%).



Reading was scheduled around modules for 31% of respondents and assessments for
24%, with 14% scheduling a daily slot and 17% a weekly slot.



12% reported that they read evenly through the year and 16% read evenly through the
semester, increasing the amount of reading as they prepared for exams.



Driving factors for academic reading were coursework and assessment, revision and
examinations. Motivational factors were revision (28%), commitment to the subject
(25%) and formal assessment (22%).



The majority read material directly relevant to an assessment. 87% referred to lecture
notes when reading; 82% made notes; 55% of females and 40% of males copied and
pasted material from online resources when reading.



Websites (69%) and books (60%) were the most popular resources.



The commonest route to identifying reading material was the reading list system,
followed by library databases and browsing the shelves.



The reading list system was a significant concern and around 200 comments referred to
the content and structure of reading lists.



18% of respondents used an e-reading device and the Kindle was the most popular.



No preference was shown for reading on paper or on screen.



76% of students read recreationally.
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The findings identified by the study highlighted a wide range of trends, concerns and issues about
academic reading.



Academic reading was primarily motivated by coursework and examination requirements.
Scheduling and carrying out reading was, however, somewhat sporadic and perceived to be
inadequate, particular among undergraduates, though increasingly less so among
postgraduates.



Reading lists were one of the chief ways that students located resources, though they felt
that the creation and maintenance of reading lists by academic staff and departments
required a more consistent approach.



Lecture notes were heavily relied on when reading. Additionally, both electronic and print
sources were valued: students found material using both the Library databases and by
browsing the shelves, though they felt there were insufficient textbooks.

A set of recommendations for the Library and academic departments has subsequently been drawn
up to prioritise enhancements to the infrastructure that supports the provision of academic reading.
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Introduction
The way students learn and the academic life they experience has changed dramatically over the
past decade. Within this context, the process, purpose and approach to academic reading has not
escaped the changing environment. This was emphasised in an earlier 2010 Loughborough
University Library study which established that social networking technologies were used by the
majority of students in their learning and reading (Barnet, 2010). This report established that further
investigation was needed into how students’ reading was being influenced by information and
communication technologies (ICT). In the light of the 2010 study’s findings, it was therefore decided
in 2011 to complete a small research project exploring students’ reading.
The broad aims of the project were to:
Explore how Loughborough University students make choices in their academic reading
Investigate how they undertake reading for their studies
An understanding of how students approach their academic reading will help Loughborough
University and its Library best support students to achieve academic excellence. Academic reading
behaviour cannot be studied in a vacuum. Outside factors determine the how, when, where, and
why of students’ reading. The practice is influenced by a myriad of variables, including attitudes and
motivation levels of students, the academic discipline of reader and reading materials, the
instructional methods and objective of reading, as well as the way in which sources are accessed.
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Context
ICT and academic reading
Recent research on reading has examined the reading habits of students and how they have been
affected by an increasingly digitalised age. Gardner and Eng (2005, p.412) described Generation Y
students—those born in or after 1982 and completely at comfort using the internet—as having an
“ATM attitude” towards reading, characterised by expectations of easy, quick, and convenient selfservice access to information. Awareness of this academic ATM attitude could be useful for librarians
seeking to identify best practices for accommodating reading preferences and practices of
undergraduates, as well as for helping to anticipate particular student needs, such as demands for
libraries to extend hours of operation, allow eating and drinking in study spaces, and make services
available around-the-clock. But a perhaps unexpected consequence of students’ increased use of the
internet, as well as evidence indicating it as their preferred way of finding and selecting information,
is the way it has had an impact on academic reading habits.
In a digital age, students quickly search, scan, and skim sources such as web pages, book chapters,
and journals to “customize” their reading (p.410) and immediately narrow in on only the information
they need or are interested in using (Harley, Dreger and Knobloch, 2001; Sheesley, 2002). An
investigation of how increases in both digital competencies and digital collections have changed
reading behaviour over a 10-year period found further support for the theory that the format of
reading materials alters the way in which people read as well as what strategies they adopt while
reading (Liu, 2005, p.709): screen-based sources tend to encourage a more fragmentary reading
practice characterised by browsing and keyword-spotting (p.705); however, the use of printed
material, including traditional books or articles originally accessed online, was favoured by readers
who desired a more in-depth reading and understanding of material, and who found such sources
better suited for highlighting, annotating, and note-taking (p.709). While participants in Liu’s study
were technologically savvy and experienced in using digital media, they were all aged between 30
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and 45 years old (p.704), and thus most of their reading, both as children and adults, would have
been with print sources. Potentially, people using computers and online resources from an early
age—as is more and more the case today—may report an entirely different experience of reading on
screen.
The topic of increased internet use and the way it influences reading behaviour has also been
discussed by academics in relation to two theories: the displacement hypothesis, which puts forth
the idea that people spend more time on the internet at the expense of spending time on other
activities, such as reading, and the efficiency hypothesis, which postulates that internet use makes
things easier and faster, and consequently people spend less time on researching and retrieving
information and more time on reading itself (Mokhtari, Reichard and Gardner, 2009, p.610). A study
of university students’ reading habits did not find any evidence in support of the displacement
hypothesis: not only did increased internet use among students have no correlation with a decrease
in reading (p.618), but students were actually spending more time on both academic and
recreational reading in comparison to students from previous studies conducted in 1994 and 1999
(p.617). While subjects’ use of a time-diary to keep track of their reading was an improvement on
past research that relied solely on after-the-fact estimates, the authors failed to define what
characterised internet use as a separate activity to be considered distinct from academic and
recreational reading, as it is now commonly used by students for both purposes (p.618). Therefore, it
is unclear whether or not today’s undergraduates spend more or less time on academic reading than
their less digitised predecessors as a result of increased internet use; especially if one considers the
evolving, more fragmentary nature of reading. In practice, undergraduate students may actually be
spending less time reading more materials overall as a consequence of ever developing technologies
that make accessing and consuming information fast and easy.
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Academic discipline and academic reading
The academic discipline of students also shapes their reading habits, as well as influences how much
time undergraduates spend on academic reading and how they choose to access their reading
materials. After comparing the reading habits and attitudes of Bachelor of IT students and Bachelor
of Arts students in Malaysia, Karim and Hasan (2007) found that use of library services and the
internet varied between the two academic faculties: IT students used the internet more often than
arts students did as a source for reading materials. The authors also noted that arts students
indicated greater enjoyment and more positive attitudes towards reading than IT students (p.295).
These differences between students were attributed to the different reading demands of the
respective fields of study; arts students had more favourable attitudes to reading and used the
library more for reading because their programme exposed them to more materials and required
that they read more than IT students. The authors also allowed that IT students may not have
actually been reading less, but just reading in a different way, “unique to the digital” (p.295) access
of materials. Regardless of academic discipline, students’ comfort levels and self-perceptions of
proficiency when using digital resources influence how they choose to access their reading materials
(Mokhtari, Reichard and Gardner, 2009), and so while the finding that IT students used the internet
more frequently than arts students is unsurprising given the nature of their programme of study, it
has implications for all students, as well as professionals charged with the task of teaching
information literacy skills to students.

Teaching style and academic reading
A survey conducted on the attitudes of undergraduate foreign language literature students towards
reading indicates that while motivation and an enjoyment of reading help to shape reading habits,
the learning styles and preferences of an individual, as well as the instructional methods that
encourage and set expectations for how students interact with their reading materials, are also
important factors for reading behaviour (Davis, Carbón Gorell, Kline and Hsieh, 1992, p. 325).
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Students given the opportunity to express their opinions and personal reactions to a text in seminars
and essays, rather than merely instructed to memorize facts and figures, enjoyed and engaged more
with their reading (p.325). Freedom over text choice and selection of reading materials was also
found to correspond to a more favourable attitude towards both academic and leisure reading
materials (p.325). This last finding has potential implications for academics examining what role
university reading lists can play in undergraduate approaches to academic reading, particularly if
such lists provide students with a varied selection of sources from which to choose. While the
authors acknowledge that their sampling of foreign language literature undergraduates excludes the
applicability of their findings to students from other disciplines, they theorize that such students
from outside the humanities perhaps avoid academic courses that do not “include the types of texts
these students prefer” (p.325). Alternatively, it could be that causality goes the other way: students’
preference of texts is instead a product of their academic disciplines and the demands of their
studies. In a study of the library use of various undergraduate students, Bridges (2008, p. 192) found
a similar connection between reading habits, academic discipline, and programme requirements:
engineering students used virtual library and digital sources less than students from liberal arts
departments—a difference Bridges attributes to engineering students having less course
assignments than liberal arts students requiring extensive research; consequently, they did not need
to reference and read through as many sources (p.194).

E-readers and academic reading
The changing nature of reading behaviour in response to the increased availability of electronic
material can also be examined in regards to the advent and growing adoption of e-readers. As
previously noted, accessing reading materials online instead of in print can alter the way in which
students engage with their sources. Similarly, the use of e-readers also influences the reading habits
of students. In a study on academic experiences with PDAs, students reported having to “adopt a
different reading strategy” (Waycott and Kukulska-Hulme, 2003, p.36) when using a PDA that was
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not compatible with the skimming and skipping ahead method they could easily employ with print
materials. Instead, the students experienced a “more concentrated line-by-line reading” (p.40) of
texts owing to the limitations of the e-reader, such as small screen size and slow navigation between
document pages. Consequently e-readers could prove popular among undergraduates desiring a
more in-depth academic reading and understanding of the material, but perhaps not with students
only intent on finding the information they need as quickly and easily as possible. However, with
advances in technology, such as the addition and improvement of text search functions, annotation,
and coloured display (Rickman, Von Holzen, Klute and Tobin, 2009), e-readers may one day be
capable of offering an enhanced reading experience that also accommodates the strategies used by
readers for traditional print materials. Until that time, some academic libraries have identified ereader devices as being best suited for housing the e-book editions of titles from the university
leisure reading collection, which has as benefits the potential of freeing up library shelf space (Tees,
2010) and promoting the role an academic library can take in encouraging a reading culture (Banou,
Kostagiolas and Olenoglou, 2008).
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Methodology
The Library established a project group to oversee the study consisting of:
Lee Barnett, (at time of study) Faculty E-learning Officer, Science Faculty
Esther Healey, Library Assistant, Library
Dr Ruth Kinna, (at time of study) Associate Dean (Teaching), Faculty of Social Sciences and
Humanities
Steph McKeating, Academic Services Manager, Library
Alice Swinscoe, Vice President (Students’ Union)
Dr Graham Walton, Head of Planning and Resources, Library
The composition of the project group meant there were inputs from the major stakeholders:
academic staff, students and Library. There were no resources allocated specifically for this study
and the project team completed the investigation within their existing workloads. This influenced
considerably the methodologies selected for data collection. A literature review on academic
reading was commissioned and completed by an intern student from the University of British
Columbia, Canada. An initial decision was made to use a combination of student focus groups and
student online questionnaire for the rest of the data collection. The focus groups did take place but
it has been impossible to include the results in this report owing to problems in accurately capturing
the outcomes.
There are limitations in relying solely on questionnaire data but this was deemed the most costeffective approach. The project group ensured that the distribution of the questionnaire did not
overlap with the National Student Survey (NSS). The online questionnaire was produced using BOS,
the University survey software (See Appendix 1). It explored how much time students spent reading,
whether they thought that they read enough and how and when they read. A fourth focus was
motivation for reading and how reading material was found. The effectiveness of University reading
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lists was explored, as was digital reading and recreational reading. The survey was piloted with the
Students’ Union Executive Committee and resulted in some changes reducing the time needed for
completion.
The survey was made available via LEARN (the University’s Virtual Learning Environment) for two
weeks in February 2011. Two £50 Amazon vouchers were offered as an incentive.
The survey was completed by 1106 students, representing 6.5% of the student population
(Loughborough University, 2011) and this ensured that the results were statistically significant.
Figure 1 shows the distribution by academic level of respondents: around 82% were
undergraduates, 14% were postgraduates and 4% were other.

Figure 1. What year are you in?

1st year

2nd year

3rd year

4th year

Post graduate

Other

14.20%

4.20%
27.10%

7.40%

23.30%

24.00%

In terms of gender distribution, 47% were female and 53% were male. Figure 2 indicates that
responses were received from students in every University School. 63% of people who completed
the questionnaire were aged 21 or under (Figure 3).
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Figure 2. In which department is your course located?

Female

Male

Teacher Education Unit 21
Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences (School of)
70
Social Sciences
46
10
Politics, History and International Relations
22
20
Geography
19
24
English and Drama
54
12
Design School
24
21
Business and Economics (School of)
65
Arts (School of the)
53
6
Physics 6
23
Mathematics (School of)
30
25
Information Science
24
20
Computer Science 11
50
Chemistry
19
20
Systems Engineering 05
Mechanical and Manufacturing Engineering… 18
67
Materials 6 11
Electronic and Electrical Engineering 6
47
Civil and Building Engineering
31
47
Chemical Engineering 9 15
Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering 3
61

0

20

40

60

33

60

80

100

Number of Responses

Figure 3. What is your age?
18-21
0.60%
1.00%
5.00%

21-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 60-65
0.50% 0.50% 0.30% 0.20%
0.00%

29.30%
62.70%
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120

140

Results and discussion
Quantity of time spent reading by students
The majority of students (56%; 619) read for between one and seven hours per week (Figure 4). A
small minority (4%: 49) read for 21 hours or more. Significant differences did not exist between the
genders. The time spent reading per week increased as students progressed through their academic
career:
7 out of 298 first year students read for 21 hours or more per week
10 out of 256 third year undergraduate students read for 21 hours per week or more
27 out of 156 postgraduate respondents read for 21 hours per week or more

Figure 4. How much do you read for your studies?

1 - 7 hours
12% (129)

7 - 14 hours

14 - 21 hours

21 + hours

4% (49)

28% (302)

56% (619)

Views as to whether students feel they read enough (GW)
The majority of students who completed the questionnaire (63%, 692) felt that they did not read
enough and again there was little difference between genders (Figure 5). A similar trend to that of
quality of time spent emerged, with students increasingly considering that they had done sufficient
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reading as they moved through their course:
187 out of 298 first year students considered they did not read enough
154 out of 256 third year students considered they did not read enough
86 out of 156 postgraduate students considered that they did not read enough
There are some variances in the perception in Departments as to whether students read enough:
21 out of 64 students from Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering said they read enough
12 out of 24 Chemical Engineering students felt they read enough
26 out of 66 English Literature students said they read enough
5 out of 42 Politics students thought they read enough

Figure 5. Do you consider that you read enough?

Yes

No

Don't know

9% (103)
28% (304)

63% (692)

Recommendation 1: Academic departments should work with students to
address their concerns about reading and discover how the current
perception of underperformance might be altered.
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How students set time aside for reading
Reading is scheduled around modules (31%, 341) and assessments (24%, 261) (Figure 6). Daily
reading is scheduled by 14% (169) students and weekly reading by 17% (186). More female students
schedule time for each module (173 females compared to 165 males). It would also appear that
postgraduate students are more likely to schedule reading on a daily basis compared to
undergraduates:
54 out of 298 first year students scheduled time to read on a daily basis
21 out of 256 third year students scheduled time to read on a daily basis
42 out of 156 postgraduate students schedule time to read on a daily basis
The qualitative comments on setting time aside for reading (Table 1 ) indicate that some did not
schedule time at all (see Appendix 2 for full comments):
I just randomly set out a module of my choice and read until i get bored of it, only to jump on to
another one or maybe for a small break.

Figure 6. How do you set aside time for reading?
Schedule time every day

Schedule time every week

Schedule time for each module

Schedule time for each assessment

Schedule time for each seminar

Other

11% (117)
3% (33)

14% (160)

17% (186)
24% (261)

31% (341)
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Table 1: Qualitative responses on how time is set aside for reading
When you have time to
15
For exams and revision
6
When motivated to do so
61
Don’t schedule time
35
Other
4
Total
121

Recommendation 2: Academic departments should consider the ways in
which student reading is integrated into module and programme
ILOs and develop assessment strategies to encourage students to meet
these objectives.

When students read
12 % (131) read evenly throughout the year, including vacations (Figure 7). 16% (183) read evenly
throughout the semesters. 31% (337) read when there is an assignment to complete and the same
percentage (31%) read for revision for examinations. A higher percentage of female students
compared to male students read evenly throughout the semester or the whole year. Some academic
discipline differences emerged: 16 out of 66 English Literature students read evenly throughout the
semester compared to 6 out of 64 Aeronautical and Automotive students.
Figure 7. When do you read?
Evenly throughout the semester
Evenly throughout the year, including vacation periods
Mainly at the start of a new module

When you have an assignment to complete
For revision, at the end of the semester
Other

4% (42)
31% (337)

16% (183)
12% (131)
65, 6% (65)

31% (340)
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Table 2 illustrates again that the driving factors behind student reading are assessment, coursework,
revision and examinations.

Table 2: Qualitative responses on when students read
For assessment and coursework
16
Exams and revision
17
Never read
1
As required
16
Throughout the year
14
Other
2
Total
66

What motivates students to read?
Survey results indicated that the act of revision was the key motivator for reading, being chosen by
754 (28%) of respondents (Figure 8). The next most highly cited motivational factors were interest in
the subject, indicated by 668 (25%) of those surveyed, and formal assessment selected by 596 (22%).
Male respondents mirrored this priority order, whereas for female respondents, subject interest
ranked above revision.

Number of responses

Figure 8. What motivates your reading?
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Total responses

Interest in the
subject

Unresolved
issues arising
from timetabled
classes

Assessment
exercise

668

347

596

Revision

Personal
recommendation
(from another
student, member
of staff)

Other

754

283

38

Unlike undergraduates, postgraduates were most highly motivated by interest in the subject,
followed by assessment and then revision. The majority of academic disciplines cited revision as
their key motivating factor but for four departments: Materials, School of Art, Design School and
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English and Drama, interest in the subject area was the most important issue. Of the 39 qualitative
comments which cited other motivations (Table 3), 21 respondents highlighted that their need to
improve their understanding of their subject area motivated them to read. Nine replies referred to
the conduct of research or doctoral studies as underscoring this need to improve understanding.
Appendix 4 details the qualitative comments on the motivation to read.

Table 3: Qualitative responses on what motivates reading
To improve understanding
21
Coursework
8
Enjoyment
3
Exams
3
Other
4
Total
39

What students are more or less likely to read
Figure 9. What are you more or less likely to read?
1200

Number of Responses

1000
800
600
400
200
0
Material that
you find
challenging

Material that
discusses
topics already
familiar to
you

Material that
covers ground
not discussed
in timetabled
classes

Material
directly
relevant to an
assessment

More likely

600

700

550

1061

Less likely

489

388

532

24

The majority of respondents, (97.8%, 1061) were more likely to read an item if it was perceived to be
directly relevant to an assessment (Figure 9). Other influences more likely to encourage reading
were topics already familiar (64.3%, 700), material which was challenging (55.1%, 600) and material
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not discussed in class (50.8%, 550). Females who were surveyed were less likely to read material
which they found challenging unlike their male counterparts.
Four departments in the Social Sciences and Humanities Faculty indicated that they were less likely
to read material if it was challenging: Geography, Social Sciences, Design School and School of
Sports, Health and Exercise Science, whereas in the Wolfson School and Aeronautical and
Automotive Engineering, respondents were more likely to read this type of material. Postgraduates
were more likely to read material they found challenging (67%, 105) and of the undergraduate first
years (60%, 176) were the most likely to read this type of material.

Activities related to reading
It was shown that 87.6% (952) of respondents agreed that when reading they referred to their
lecture notes (Figure 10). In addition 82.4% (902) made notes as they read. More female than male
respondents (55% of female compared with 40% of male) stated that when reading they cut and
pasted material from online resources. It is difficult to know if this is related to the type of material
their subject discipline normally uses or whether male respondents were more aware that this type
of behaviour may be seen to be leading towards plagiarism. The departments with the highest
number of respondents who cut and pasted online material were:
45 out of 59 (76%) from the School of Art
33 out of 45 (75%) from the Design School
28 out of 44 (64%) from the Department of Information Science
Postgraduates were more likely to mark items which they read than other year groups (73%), while
finalists were most likely to cut and paste from online material. Again it is possible that this is related
to the type of material being accessed.
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Figure 10.When you read

Number of Responses

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Do you take
notes?

Mark items
(margin
notes/postits/e-notes)?

Cut and paste
from online
material?

Refer to
lecture/class
notes?

Yes

902

644

518

952

No

193

448

569

135

Recommendation 3: When planning lectures, module tutors need to
factor-in that students use their lecture notes as a learning resource
when carrying out academic reading.

What students use in their academic reading
A total of 69.9% (768) of respondents used websites frequently in their academic reading, whereas a
lower number used books (60.5%, 661). The use of journals increased as students progressed from
year to year, with just 16% (47) of first years using them frequently. These figures rose to 41% (106)
of third years and 53% (43) of fourth years. This corresponded with a slight decline in the use of
websites as students progressed through their study. Postgraduates used journals more often than
undergraduates with 60% of the former using them frequently (Figure 11.).
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% of year groups

Figure 11. Frequency of use of journal articles by year group

100%

50%

0%

2nd
year
31.82

3rd
year
16.02

4th
year
3.70

Postgra
duate
8.33

Other

Never

1st
year
36.91

Sometimes

46.64

46.59

42.58

40.74

30.77

39.13

Frequently

15.77

20.83

41.41

53.09

59.62

26.09

34.78

Male respondents used websites more frequently than books whereas it was the other way round
with females. This may have reflected the type of material that their subject discipline normally used
rather than a simple gender preference.
There were only five departments where the number of those using books frequently was greater
than those using websites frequently and these were all in the Faculty of Social Sciences and
Humanities:
62 out of 66 (94%) from the Department of English and Drama used books frequently
compared with 37 (56%) using websites frequently
48 out of 56 (86%) from Social Sciences used books frequently compared with 33 (59%)
using websites frequently.
Conversely science and engineering disciplines were more likely to use websites frequently than they
were to use books frequently.
50 out of 61 (82%) from Computer Science used websites frequently compared with 21
(34%) using books frequently
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48 out of 64 (80%) from Aeronautical and Automotive Engineering used websites frequently
compared with 24 (38%) using books frequently
In all but two departments journals were used less frequently than either websites or books.
However, in Geography slightly more students used journals frequently than either books or
websites and in the School of Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences both books and journals were used
more often than websites. With the high number of online resources used by students, it is
important that students can effectively evaluate the web-based information they access.

Recommendation 4: The Library should ensure students are given
instruction and direction on evaluating the quality of online information.

How reading material is decided by students
The most popular way of identifying reading material was via reading lists. Indeed, the majority of
lecturers provide reading lists to their students either via the online reading list system, through
module specifications or by offering guidance on Learn or in lectures. The next most used route to
discover reading material was via the Library databases.
Despite these two popular routes students were also still relying on the serendipitous approach to
finding material by simply browsing the Library shelves with 81.5% (895) saying they did this
sometimes or often (Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Estimate how often you do the following
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Postgraduates browsed the shelves more than undergraduates with 40% (63) browsing often. There
were two departments where more than half the respondents browsed the shelves often and these
were English and Drama and Social Sciences. Computer Science students were least likely to browse
the shelves with 43% (26) stating they never did so.
Postgraduates were slightly more likely to ask fellow students for recommendations than in other
year groups and a lot more likely to ask lecturers. In some subject disciplines students were much
less likely to ask other students for recommendations. These included Mathematical Sciences,
Geography, the Design School, English and Drama and Civil and Building Engineering. However,
students in the majority of departments were more likely to ask lecturers or teaching staff for
recommendations than fellow students. Those most likely to do so were in Materials and the School
of the Arts with 76% of students in each department asking for recommendations sometimes or
often. Least likely to ask teaching staff were students in Geography with 63% saying they never did
so.
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Students who were nearer the end of their degree were more likely to follow references in other
sources or use library databases, with postgraduates most likely to do this often (58%).
For most approaches to identifying reading there was little difference between the genders,
however a greater number of females than males consulted reading lists often (48% and 39%
respectively).

Recommendation 5: Academic departments and the Library should
encourage the adoption of search strategies to locate additional and
alternative materials to items included on online reading lists.

Reading lists and student reading
In a free text question, students were asked to state how helpful (or not) they found the reading lists
(see Appendix 5). The perceived importance of reading lists was demonstrated by the fact that this
question generated more than 1000 responses, whereas comments in response to the other four
free text questions only amounted to 516 in total. The 1017 free text responses were analysed and
categorised as follows with some comments being assigned to more than one category:
795 responses on levels of satisfaction
318 responses on how students use reading lists
196 responses on issues with content
88 responses on lecturer guidance
83 responses on the accessibility of the reading lists
82 responses on the length of the reading lists
32 responses on currency of lists
22 responses on suggested improvements
8 responses on intellectual accessibility
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The majority of the responses dealt directly with the question of how helpful or useful the students
found the reading lists. 83% of these were happy or very happy with them (See Table 4). For
example: “Very helpful, especially when the key texts are specified as these are usually easier to
follow along with the lectures”.

Table 4: Qualitative responses – levels of satisfaction with reading lists
Responses
Percentage
Very Happy /Useful
404
51%
Happy/ Useful
258
32%
Indifferent response
56
7%
Not happy/ Useful
25
3%
Terrible
6
1%
Never used N/A
46
6%
Total
795
100%

Despite the high level of satisfaction, when the comments were examined in more detail a large
number also highlighted areas of weakness and suggested that improvements could be made.
Reading lists fulfil a range of different needs for students and over three hundred responses
expressed how students were using them (the results were summarised in Table 5).

Table 5: Qualitative responses – how students use reading lists
Number of responses
Further reading
101
Reliance/ Starting point
78
Lecture reinforcement/ explanation
76
Time management
28
Non-use / unaware of them
12
Revision/ exams/ assignments
10
Guide to purchase
6
Miscellaneous
7
Total
318

The most popular use mentioned by students was to broaden their knowledge: “good if you need to
read around a subject” and “shows which books might be useful for me in extra reading”. A number
of students relied on reading lists as a starting point for their reading: “without these you would not
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really know where to start in researching your topic”. In addition students mentioned using them to
reinforce concepts covered in lectures: “I find them very helpful as it’s a good source that I can use to
back up the knowledge of what I have learnt in lectures”. Reading lists also saved students time
when looking for relevant material: “I find them very helpful as they avoid wasting time looking
through irrelevant material.”
Nearly 200 comments dealt with the content of the reading lists including their organisation and
guidance given by tutors, which resources were included and the perceived variation in quality (see
Table 6).

Table 6: Qualitative responses – content of reading lists
Number of responses
Organisation and guidance on reading list
51
Happy with content
45
Irrelevant sources
43
Not comprehensive enough
29
Varying quality (depends on module)
22
Duplication of lecture material
6
Total
196

Where a module reading list existed, students wanted lecturers to explain why a text was included.
51 of the 196 comments called for more guidance and better organisation of reading lists. For
example: “Reading lists can be overwhelming and difficult to tell which are the really valuable
resources without lecturers’ guidance”.
This correlates with another 88 responses which commented specifically on the issue of tutor
guidance, 73 of which said that insufficient guidance was provided about how to use the reading
lists. For example: “it would also be more helpful if we knew why they were helpful. Some sort of
comment from the lecturer about the book would be nice as I never know whether it’s going to be all
that helpful.”
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Recommendation 6: Academic departments should ensure that the
content of reading lists is current, relevant, well-structured and suitably
annotated.

Students also wanted to know how a text is relevant to the module: “there seemed to be no link
between the modules and the reading lists. The books I read from it were helpful but it would have
been better to have some form of discussion of the reading materials in lectures/seminars.”
Nearly a quarter of the comments expressed satisfaction with the content of the lists: “very helpful,
most books seem to be relevant and help with assessment”. However a significant number of
responses (43 out of 196) felt that lists either included irrelevant resources: “often the books cover a
lot of things which aren’t on the course” or were too long (71 out of 82 responses). For example “At
times I find the reading lists excessive and overwhelming”.
Fewer students (29 out of 196 responses) felt that the lists weren’t comprehensive enough: “Provide
a basic foundation for the topic, but infrequently any more in-depth reading” or were too short (10
out of 82 responses): “Useful, but often too brief and only specifying the core text(s) and nothing
much else.”
There was also a perception that the quality of the reading lists varied across the modules delivered
and students criticised the lack of consistency between modules. Typically comments included:
“reading lists provided are not always consistent across the modules, some provide very little and
others vast numbers of references" and “It varies greatly on the tutor and the module, some can
provide a comprehensive list of 5+ books per topic whereas some can only provide 4 essential texts
for the whole course."
There were comments about the lack of currency of both the content and the lists the majority (29
out of 32 responses) suggesting that resources were outdated. For example: “they are okay but need
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to be updated on a more regular basis to make them more relevant” and “I find it helpful when they
are updated with the latest books”.
Over 80 comments expressed dissatisfaction with accessibility, two thirds were having problems
with the accessibility or availability of the resources mentioned on the lists and the remaining third
with the accessibility or visibility of the reading lists themselves (see Table 7).

Table 7: Qualitative responses – how accessible are lists and items
Number of responses
Resources
59
Reading lists themselves
24
Total
83

As far as resources were concerned the main criticism was the lack of availability of sufficient copies
of reading list items due to high demand by students: “Reading lists are very useful however
availability of most key texts in the library is poor” and “it can be difficult to get out books when
there is high demand for them”. Some students have high expectations of the number of copies the
Library should make available: “when the main book costs £50 and the library only has 20 copies it's
a little off putting.”
A smaller number of students (24) commented on the accessibility of the reading lists themselves. A
number of these referred to the lists being hard to find “I've not found mine yet. If it were accessible
and advertised then it would be more useful" and “Reading lists were as per last academic year,
hidden away behind Learn and were not immediately obvious”.
The main theme of the comments seemed to suggest that students value reading lists which are
relevant, annotated and where the contents are explicitly linked to the components of the module.
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Recommendation 7: Academic departments and the Library should
establish better communication channels to improve the management of
the reading list system, working together to improve the availability of
resources and the visibility of the lists on Learn.

Rating of reading lists
Respondents were asked to rate five aspects of reading list provision on a scale of 1 to 5 from very
poor to very good.
Respondents were generally happy with the comprehensiveness, ease of access and navigability of
reading lists and there was little difference in the response to these questions from different year
groups (Figure 13). Areas highlighted which were of concern were tutor guidance with 16.7% stating
that this was poor or very poor and availability of reading list material with 12.2% indicating that this
was poor or very poor. These findings reinforced the messages from the free text comments
highlighting the crucial importance of tutor guidance and the problems in accessing reading list
material due to high demand.

Figure 13.How do you rate the effectiveness of University reading lists?
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Postgraduates rated tutor guidance most highly with 52% rating it as good or very good and only 4%
indicating that it was poor. Least satisfied with tutor guidance were second years (24% said poor or
very poor) and fourth years (23% indicated poor or very poor).
Fourth year students were least happy with the availability of reading list material with 21%
indicating that this was poor or very poor. There was no significant difference in the way the
different genders rated reading lists.

Use of e-readers by students
In the survey, 197 of the 1106 respondents owned some device that could be used to read e-books
(Table 8). The most popular was Kindle (54), followed by iPad (48) and Sony reader (17).

Table 8: Qualitative responses – what is used to read e-books?
Devices used to read e-books
Kindle
54
Sony reader
17
iPad
48
Computer
5
Laptop
13
Mobile phone
34
iPod
22
Galaxy Tab
3
Soros reader
1
Total
197
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Figure 14. Do you own any of the following to read e-books?
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There were no significant variances between gender and academic discipline regarding ownership.

Recommendation 8: The Library should continue to support the range of
e-book readers used by students.

Student preference for reading information on paper or computer screen
There were also no discernible differences by stage of course and academic discipline in how
students perceived reading information on paper vs computer screen (Figure 15). 72% of students
preferred reading on paper but 1 in 5 showed no preference for either format. A larger number of
female students (258) strongly agreed that they preferred reading on paper than male students
(220).
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Figure 15. I much prefer to read information on paper than on a
computer screen
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Recreational reading and students
836 respondents out of 1106 indicated that they read recreationally. There were a higher number of
female students (439) who did so than male students (393). See Figure 16.
Various studies, such those undertaken at Oxford University in 2011 (reported in School Library
Journal http://www.slj.com/slj/articlereview/890530-451/teens_who_read_for_pleasure.html.csp )
and the National Endowment for the Arts in 2007 (To read or not to read: a question of national
consequence. Washington: National Endowment for the Arts) have been undertaken which
emphasise positive influence of recreational reading on academic progress. 270 respondants stated
that they did not read recreationally.
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Figure 16. Do you read recreationally?
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Recommendation 9: As an adjunct to academic reading, the Library
should seek to develop a variety of approaches to encourage and
increase the involvement in recreational reading among students.

General comments on academic reading
The level of interest and concern that students have in their reading was illustrated by the number
who were prepared to make further comments about the topic. Again what has come through very
strongly is that students felt the number of textbooks to be insufficient. Appendix 5 contains the all
qualitative comments received about academic reading (summarised into categories in Table 9).
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Table 9: Students’ categorised comments on academic reading at Loughborough

Insufficient copies of books

69

Provision of books by subject

36

E-books and e-book readers

21

Journal, e- journals and MetaLib

29

Reading lists

24

Loan time, library services

20

Compliments

27

Space

5

Courses and workshops

4

Guidance

4

Other

38
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Conclusions
This study has provided a useful insight into the academic reading practices of Loughborough
University students. It is not possible to generalise these findings beyond the University but some
significant findings are present.


Academic reading was primarily motivated by coursework and examination requirements.
Scheduling and carrying out reading was, however, somewhat sporadic and perceived to be
inadequate, particular among undergraduates, though increasingly less so among
postgraduates.



Reading lists were one of the chief ways that students located resources, though they felt
that the creation and maintenance of reading lists by academic staff and departments
required a more consistent approach.



Lecture notes were heavily relied on when reading. Additionally, both electronic and print
sources were valued: students found material using both the Library databases and by
browsing the shelves, though they felt there were insufficient textbooks.

With the increases in e-learning and digital material it is important that trends are monitored with
appropriate responses resulting. An overarching outcome is the need for academic staff and the
Library to collaboratively and separately support students in their academic reading as much as
possible in order to help students achieve academic excellence.
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Recommendations
A set of recommendations for the Library and academic departments has been drawn up to
prioritise enhancements to the infrastructure that supports the provision of academic reading.

1. Academic departments should work with students to address their concerns about reading
and discover how the current perception of underperformance might be altered.

2. Academic departments should consider the ways in which student reading is integrated
into module and programme ILOs and develop assessment strategies to encourage
students to meet these objectives.

3. When planning lectures, module tutors need to factor-in that students use their lecture
notes as a learning resource when carrying out academic reading.

4. The Library should ensure students are given instruction and direction on evaluating the
quality of online information.

5. Academic departments and the Library should encourage the adoption of search strategies
to locate additional and alternative materials to items included on online reading lists.

6. Academic departments should ensure that the content of reading lists is current, relevant,
well-structured and suitably annotated.

7. Academic departments and the Library should establish better communication channels to
improve the management of the reading list system, working together to improve the
availability of resources and the visibility of the lists.

8. The Library should continue to support the range of e-book readers used by students.

9. As an adjunct to academic reading, the Library should seek to develop a variety of
approaches to encourage and increase involvement in recreational reading among students.
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Appendix 1 Online questionnaire on student reading
Use of time
1. How much do you read for your studies? Estimate the number of hours per week


1 – 7 , 7 – 14 , 14 – 21., 21 +

2. Do you consider that you read enough? Yes , No , Don't know ,
3. How do you set aside time for reading? Schedule time every day/ Schedule time every week/Schedule time for each
module/ Schedule time for each assessment/ Schedule time for each seminar/ Other (please specify):
4. When do you read? Evenly throughout the semester / Evenly throughout the year, including vacation periods/ Mainly at
the start of a new module/ When you have an assignment to complete / For revision, at the end of the semester/ Other
(please specify):

1.

What motivates your reading? (select all that apply) Interest in the subject/ Unresolved issues arising from
timetabled classes/ Assessment exercise/ Revision/ Personal recommendation (from another student/ member of
staff)/ Other (please specify)

6. What are you more or less likely to
read?

More likely

Less likely

a. Material that you find challenging

b. Material that discusses topics already
familiar to you
c. Material that covers ground not discussed
in timetabled classes
d. Material directly relevant to an
assessment

7. When you read ...

Yes

a. Do you take notes?

b. Mark items (margin notes/post-its/enotes)?
c. Cut and paste from online material?
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No

d. Refer to lecture/class notes?

Finding reading material
8. How often do you use following in your academic reading?

Frequently

Sometimes

Never

a. Web sites
b. Books
c. Academic journals
9. Estimate how often you do the following

Sometimes
a. Browse library shelves

b. Ask other students for
recommendations

c. Follow references in other sources

d. Ask lecturers/teaching staff for
recommendations

e. Use library databases (metalib)

f. Consult reading lists

g. Read academic reviews

Effectiveness of University reading lists
10. Please tell us how helpful (or not) you find the reading lists.
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Often

Never

11. How would you rate the following on a scale of 1 -- 5 when 1 is very poor and 5 is very good?

1. Very
Poor

2.
Poor

a. Availability of material from reading
lists
b. Comprehensiveness of reading
lists
c. Navigability of reading lists
d. Tutor guidance
e. Ease of access to reading lists
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3.
Acceptable

4.
Good

5. Very
Good

Finding reading material
9. Estimate how often you do the following

Sometimes

Often

a. Browse library shelves

b. Ask other students for
recommendations
c. Follow references in other sources

d. Ask lecturers/teaching staff for
recommendations
e. Use library databases (metalib)

f. Consult reading lists

g. Read academic reviews

Effectiveness of University reading lists
Reading digital information
12. Do you own any of the following to read e-books? (select all that apply)
Kindle/ Sony Reader / iPad / Other (please specify):
13. Please indicate how much you agree with the following statement:
I much prefer to read information on paper than on a computer screen?
Strongly agree/ Agree / Neither agree nor disagree/ Disagree / Strongly disagree
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Never

Additional Information
14. Do you read recreationally? Yes /No
15. Do you have any other comments on your academic reading at Loughborough that you would
like to make?

About You
16. What is your gender

r Female/ Male

17. What is your age? 1
18. What year are you in? If you selected Other, please specify:
19. Department which course is located:
20. If you wish to be entered into the draw for the £50 Amazon prize, please state your e-mail
address:
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Appendix 2 Qualitative comments on how time is set aside
for reading
Did not set, study when I am free.

Time

Do it when i can
I will read whenever I have the chance to read.
Whenever I can fit time in that week
if i ahve free time and need to do some reading i will
No schedule, just read when necessary and when I have time
Schedule time depending on which book(s) are first within the module (English Degree).
Schedule time for each project
spare time
Week before hand in date/exam
whenever I have free time
When assigned
When i get free time from other work
when i have free time
when I have time
Whenever have spare time

For exams/revision

Week before hand in date/exam
mostly done around exam time
read before exam
Revision Based Needs
When needed for exams design etc.
when i have a test, do it when revising

When motivated

as and when
As and when I need to
As and when is necessary
As and when it's appropriate
As and when it's relevant
as and when necessary, some days more than others
as and when needed
As and when the need arises
as required
As required
By doing it when I need to.
do it when i feel i need to
Do the readin when I need it
Find time as the interest or need for it arises
I do engineering so have very little reading, I do it when required.
i don't schedule - i read whenever i feel i need to. But i read for my english
modules over the holidays.
I read when either i feel it it is relevant or I feel like I need to know more about
the subject
I read when either i feel it it is relevant or I feel like I need to know more about
the subject
I keep reading until I have too much information!
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I read when I feel I'm lacking knowledge in a certain subject
I read when i need research for development
I read when I need to
I read when I need to find out about something / when I feel like it
I read when I need/want to, I don't set specific times for it.
I read when my knowledge from lecture notes is not sufficient to answer
questions.
I read when necessary to understand a particular topic or assignment
I read when recommended books or when I encounter something in general
research of a topic
If I don't understand something in a lecture, I'll do my own reading to make
sure I understand it
If the need arises
Just read when i'm set coursework, to help include some wider knowledge in
my answer
No schedule, just read when necessary and when I have time
No scheduled time. When necessary for essays or research
Not scheduled - done when required
only when I need to find something out
Randomly - when there is something I don't understand from lecture notes.
Read as and when I feel it's necessary
Reading is done on a basis of when it's recquired for specific work/
assignments. No specific time is set aside for it.
Reading is part of my "work" as a PhD student, thus usually I read when
necessary for the essays I am writing or try to update my reading when in
between other tasks (such as data collection and training).
Schedule time as and when required
try to do some whenever
varies on what work i get set
when ever i feel like it
When i can be bothered
when i feel lecture notes need reinforcing
when i feel like it ?
When I need to
When I need to for understanding.
When I need to!
when i need to, which isnt the correct way
When reading is needed to gain better understanding of subject area
When required
When required
When required for coursework, tests, etc.
Whenever as necessary
whenever i can be bothered
Whenever I feel I need to
whenever i need to or in the mood too, dont set times
whenever its needed
Whenever reading is needed
Do it as i get it

Don’t schedule
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Do it if I feel the need to, never really plan it!
Do it until I feel fairly confident or until I feel like I've been hammering against a
wall for several hours.
Do not set aside specific time
don't schedule
Don't schedule - read when I feel like it
Dont really schedule time - just look for interesting books and read ad-hoc
dont schedule, read when have nothing to do
Dont schedule, read when needed.
Flexible
I did not have scheduled time; reading just before exams.
I don't
I don't
I don't schedule
i don't schedule - i read whenever i feel i need to. But i read for my english
modules over the holidays.
I don't schedule I panic at 3am the day before exams.
I don't schedule time for reading.
i don't set time out to read
i dont set aside the time, I just tend to read when I get back from the lecture if i
have nothing else to do or at the next available opportunity
I dont set it aside, I do it when I can
I dont, I read when either i feel it it is relevant or I feel like I need to know more
about the subject
I Just randomly set out a module of my choice and read until i get bored of it,
only to jump on to another one or maybe for a small break.
I try to squeeze in time when I don't have lectures labs or work, which is not
often
Irratic
No schedule
No schedule
No specific scheduling
Non-scheduled
None
None
none specified time - e.g. free time etc
Nothing is really scheduled
reading is in response to my creativity, so its not allocated time.
When out of lectures but at no particular time
try to do some whenever
Whenever I get round to it :

Other
Go to the library in between lectures
When I am doing nothing
when i choose
when i want to do it
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Appendix 3 Qualitative comments on when students read
Assessment and coursework
At introductions to new topics
Both at the start of the semester and at the start of an
assignmnet. - Primary books for english at the start of the
semester and secondary sources at each assignment
Evenly throughout semester with a gret amount at assignment
time
Evenly throughout the semester but more during assessment
periods
For assignment, revision, and times when there are unresolved
matters or interest in a related subject
for assignments, and end of semester
For both assignments and for revision
for coursework and exams
Generally evenly, though I read more when I have an
assignment
Mainly assignments and for revision
Mostly when I have an assessment, but I read a few hours
during the week for each seminar
Only for dissertation
Revision and assignments
Revision before exam, for assignments and for each new topic
to follow interest and for assignment
When I have an assignment or an exam

Exams and revision
At introductions to new topics, revision periods.
Both at the start and for revision.
during the year more during revision periods
For assignment, revision, and times when there are unresolved matters or
interest in a related subject
For both assignments and for revision
for coursework and exams
Hours before exam.
I try to read during the semester when I have time but majorily at the end of
semester for exams
Mainly assignments and for revision
Mainly beginning and then for revision
Revision and assignments
Revision before exam, for assignments and for each new topic
revision, and when i am unsure of something
at revision time I focus solely on the course material so a bit of 1 and 5
Try to read evenly through the year but always do extra before exams
When I have an assignment or an exam
when topics require and for revision

NO
Never
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As required

as required
As required
flexible depending on opportunity
When A concept is not understood
when I feel interested in some aspect of the subject
To aid in understanding when lecture notes are not enough
When it's necessary
when topics require and for revision
Mainly when I feel interested but also when I want to look up something for
my modules

Throughout year
when i am unsure of something
each new topic
but I read a few hours during the week for each seminar
Throughout the semester I usually research around the subject
Try to read evenly through the year but always do extra before exams
whe i need to learn something new, so varies through out term
every day after lectures
Evenly throughout semester with a gret amount at assignment time
Evenly throughout the semester but more during assessment periods
keep up to date each week in the first few weeks of the semester but when
coursework sets in it tends to get put off until thats done
Mainly at the start of a new module and revision at the end of semester
mainly during vacation
More towards the end of the module, but it depends on the module. Some I
will read more for if I deem it important.
I read a few hours during the week for each seminar

Other
When I can
when i don't have anything to do
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Appendix 4 Qualitative data about what motivates students’
reading
Coursework
Coursework
Coursework and revision
Dissertation
Final Year Project research: so strong interest and a lot of new material to
learn
to find good information and arguments for my essays
to find out information for my assignments
to help with coursework essays
To pass the assessment

Enjoyment
Enjoyment
Enjoyment
I'll read anything and everything

Exams
Coursework and revision
Exams
pass the exams

To improve
understanding
assigned from lecturer
Because I have no idea what is going on in the lecture as I am a retard
Course Texts
for more understanding
Getting references that could be useful in exams, and reading the material
the lecturer has based their notes on is often very enlightening.
I a PhD student - reading is my main task this year
I'm doing a PhD so all academic reading is to acquire relevant knowledge
Integral part of a PhD studentship
Literature review for research
Other areas of interest outside the course topics
to have a good knowledge about my subject (occupational)
Required ongoing reading of journal articles for PhD
Research
Research
Set reading tasks
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Staying up to date with the research in my field, increase knowledge about
the background and related areas to my research.
To broaden my understanding of the topic
To find out what information is out there (PhD research student)
To gain a greater understanding of the context of the work I am looking into
to improve in aspect of a subject I feel weak in initially
current reading (e.g. references used by authors)

Other
told it is essential to score higher than 40 percent in exams
Told to
Use for future e.g. interview
Regrettably I find it extremely difficult to motivate myself
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Appendix 5 Qualitative comments on helpfulness of reading
lists
Content
Many with only a few chapters which are relevant.
A lot of books are listed which often only have a couple of relevant chapters
in them. The reading lists should specify chapters in books for each topic
within the module rather than an overview as a whole. It is very annoying to
spend money buying books on the reading list and then to find that much of
the material is not relevant.
A lot of the time these lists are too in depth and almost take you away from
the limits of the modules. I have found that you don't need to read many of
these books in order to do well in the subject, and although some are
provided to assist your understanding of a subject, they don't match the style
the lecturer teaches in, making it difficult to find a link between the lecture
material and what the books provide.
only problem is when you are doing an essay on an obscure aspect of the
course and then they are not very helpful as they don't list many useful
books/journals
on Learn, I find that the reading lists aren't updated enough, and can cause
confusion over which books we need to order.
At times i find the reading lists excessive and overwhelming. Some lectures
establish vital readings and emphasises how others are not necessary for the
exam, however the majority of lecturers do not make this distinction which
hinders time management and effectiveness of reading.
Brief & to the point.
Can be confusing attimes especially when there are too many books. Most
time recommended book isnt that helpful
Can be very relevant to the modules which is very helpful. Sometimes has a
lot of information that isn't going to be assessed (but is still relevant)
therefore will generally be avoided.
Computer Science is sparse, and usually outdated.
Concise reading list, with essential books are helpful, lists with 50-100 books
are less so, as it is hard to tell what is relevant and will be useful with out
wasting time.
Provided an in depth knowledge of a certain topic which may not be as clear
in the lecture notes.
Depends how relevant they are, some have materials which are not relevant
Depends on the module. Some are excellent but some modules are poor to
say the least and others have no reading lists at all which just completely
hinders your reading/revision. In specifics: All the Sports Psychology
modules I have encountered so far do not have any reading lists, or more
annoyingly any past papers available.
Depends on the subject. Varies.
Detailed reading lists are excellent, however some lecturers simply
recommend "Any <subject> textbook", which is unhelpful.
Detailed reading lists are excellent, however some lecturers simply
recommend "Any <subject> textbook", which is unhelpful.
differs depending on the module
Due to the rapidly changeing nature of the subject, the Lectures reading lists
are often outdated, or alternative sources are availble online.
although sometimes they are slightly out of date. for example you might read
thr reading list over summer in preparation for the module and it has five or
six books under essential reading but when you get to the lecture it only
reccomends one or two.
Extremely useful when updated.
Extremely, it's a great help to know exactly what to look for, and when
looking for those you often find others that are useful
Fairly helpful and upto date
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Fairly helpful however they are often over filled with irrelevant material
Far too many books to read, some of which are difficult to get hold of.
Find it very useful and one module can have thousands of possible books so
its great the list has been narrowed down.
Find most of them really useful
Find them very helpful to an extent. Would be nice if they could recommend
useful journals, as I find these hard to come by, even when using the search
engine.
find there's probably too much choice but gives you some idea for what to
look for.
for my course \9textiles) the reading list were of great interest but not
massively helpful to my course. Although arguably the arts are difficult to
form lists for as the subjects are so subjective and vast.
For my subject - Product Design there are lot of frequent changes to relevent
books/ topics, and it is often more useful to read online news/ reports/ blogs
for more up to date knowledge. So a typical reading list isn't very useful.
For some modules it is more helpful than others. I am doing a computer
course so it is more useful to use interactive online resources. But some of
the books such as javascript for dummies provide useful tutorials.
for the most part helpful. But sometimes for a more specialised subject (say,
revising for a certain topic that will come up in an exam) you can find that it
may only recommend one or two books and they are unavailable sometimes.
Gave good references, sometimes books hard to come by or occasionally not
worth the time looking for.
Generally helpful, although long lists can be daunting!
Generally terrible. The are either not on learn (i.e. there isnt one!) or the topic
is too wide to aid my revision and assessments.
generally unhelpful since they are so long and many things are unclear as to
their relevance. a lot of things on my reading lists have maybe one useful
conclusion per reference which makes reading very inefficient. lecturers
should base modules on a set textbook. would prefer shorter reading lists
with more helpful content.
Good, expecially as they cover books ranging from what you already know
from a levels to build on your confidence of techniques, to books covering
material that may not be essential for your module but can boost your interest
of the module more widely.
helpful and fits the module
However, for an assignment, I will usually just use Metalib as there is more
material available that is relevant to my topic
Helpful to an extent however there is often a wide range of options and
knowing you cant cover them all its difficult to know which ones to focus on
and which will provide the greatest benefit.
Helpful to an extent. Sometimes they lack specficity i.e. too broad or are
crammed with too much reading for each topic.
Helpful, but long and therefore daunting.
Helpful, but often list too many books that either are too expensive to buy or
get taken out by others students from the library.
Helpful, but the list loses value when it becomes very long, with no clear
indication of what book is good for which sub-topics. For some modules it
can become a very long list of books with very long and unexciting titles, and
a lengthy list of authors for each. I expect most students will pick out the key
texts for the module (normally at the top which is nice) and then google the
title to purchase it online. With no indication of what use the other books are,
I bet some students don't look back.
Helpful, however they should be checked for accuracy against what is
available and what is not available. Quite often they lead to dead ends,
through OPAC. Additionally the ability to see the book data such as ISBN if
you wish to buy from amazon would be useful.
Helpfull but not complete
I do find them helpful suggestions, however, often they have already been
taken out of the library due to the high demand for them.
I do find them helpful when I need them, especially the links directly to the
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books on the shelf.
I do find them useful though sometimes alot of the books are not required or
do not relate.
I don't find them particularly useful, although that might be due to the way my
department (geography) uses them. Often there are too many items on the
reading list, so much so that it becomes confusing and also only certain
paragraphs are relevant. In the end the reading list itself looks too
challenging. Often lists can contain over 20 books per lecture!
I don't get many for my course, so not very helpful
I feel that they should be prioritized as sometimes there are too many. Also
many subject do not have a reading list that is accessible online.
I find reading lists very long and often read very little of them. As I study Fine
Art, I find it is more effective to read around my own body of work.
I find the comprehensive reading lists a lot more helpful than the ones which
are just too extensive to practically read.
I find the material available to be excellent, but some topics are lacking.
I find the reading lists are good but sometimes the list are too long. Instead
chapters of reading within the list would preferable.
I find the reading lists helpful but I think there should be more emphasis on
what is required reading and what is optional reading, which books we should
buy etc.
I find the reading lists somewhat helpful, however, more time could be spent
choosing books which are extremely relevant, up to date, and general
containing better structure.
I find the reading lists unhelpful as they don't highlight which of the books are
most important, this makes the reading seem daunting. If there were 2 or 3 of
the books marked out as key I'd read those and then look into the others for
more information on other areas.
I find them either too brief or too lengthy (with no priority, e.g. you MUST read
books 1-3, books 4-6 are useful, etc, would be helpful)
i find them helpful at the beginning of a module - sadly they are not always up
to date or available
I find them quite helpful although often they are so broad there is not enough
time to get through
I find them useful if kept up to date
I find them very useful as they provide sufficient information to find the books
and the content is usually applicable.
I guess that they are helpful but they are so long and I always miss time
during my revision (probably because I revise at the last minute), so I prefer
to review the lecturer's notes rather than to refer to the reading list.
I have only use the reading lists from the lecturers and most of it are useful
for further insight into a subject. In terms of revising for an exam, it may be a
bit overwhelming to read too much books a single module.
I have used the reading lists for dissertation guidance but not used any other
reading lists. The reading lists for my department don't seem very relevant.
I know that they are probably useful but I believe that it's unreasonable for us
to be able to read all of the suggested reading material for every module.
They have proved useful for coursework on occasion.
I think that if everyone uses the exact same select few books, then all essays
and assignments will include similar quotes and ideas. If people use their
own books and other material, then different views and ideas will be passed
on.
I think that the reading lists are helpful, but sometimes they are not enough.
I think the reading lists a quite useful but more often than not I use them to to
inform me of what content I will need to know for the module and then find
other sources on the internet and most of the time I find that there are better,
more comprehensive and informative books on the subjects that are not
included on the reading lists.
I think the vast amount of content on reading lists makes it hard to find what
is going to be really useful and efficient to use.
I use ones given by lecturer, & often find material is very similar to lecturer's
teaching style. Sometimes not very helpful, if I am looking for a different take
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on a subject.
i would say that reading lists are helpful to a point, because sometimes
finding the book to read can be the difficult part. as i do an art and design
degree the reading lists tend to be a guideline as to what you should be
keeping up to date with, not what i personally am interested in to push my
work and art history knowledge.
I wouldn't know where to start if I didn't have a reading list. Sometimes the
lists are too long though and some of the material only vaguely references
the topic.
I've looked at the lists but so far for semester 1, there hasn't been any point
using the reading list as most of the information could be found online.
In certain modules they are very useful in other modules not so much.
It depends on the subject. Some professors create enormous reading list,
which are not helpful because I feel more confused than before. However,
when reading lists are concise, it is easier and extremely helpful to follow it,
read everything and get prepared.
It differs for each module
It is helpful but being in the 1st year their is a lot of unnecessary reading
which panics you at the beginning of the 1st semester
However some books etc listed on the list are just for a paragraph which i
find pointless.
It varies greatly on the tutor and the module, some can provide a
comprehensive list of 5+ books per topic whereas some can only provide 4
essential texts for the whole course
It varies subject to subject. The English reading lists are more useful to me
that the Information Science onces.
It would be a little more helpful to recommend which books would be relevent
to certain topics within modules
It's a good guidance to begin with and get thru the lecture, but sometime not
enough. Especially with some particular coursework or research and when
you want to really further the lecture.
Modules that have key text are very helpful, but when a reading list contains
over 7 books, I often find myself only looking at the top two or three knowing I
will never get a chance to read any more
Most of time helpful, sometimes include too much information that is
irrelevant to assessments.
Most of times reading lists are very helpful, as they give the basic ground for
the module, however some modules have really useless reading lists and do
not help in understanding the subject.
Normally just state a huge range (approx. 10 texts per module) which can not
possibly all be covered. Have to look up each one and review its relevance to
get the best one.
Normally very helpful however some can havea lot of extra texts and it is
hard to pick out the most relevent.
Not all modules offer an extensive list
Not always updated, though many engineering books in the libary are also
out-of-date in terms of content. New lecturers to modules have different
recommendations not shown on university reading list.
not helpful at all- there are too many books
Not that helpful, do not give me the quick facts I need. Find websites and
journals on the whole more useful. Only refer to books when I need to display
particular references. Find books are often out of date for the material I need.
Journals have been indespensible in my last years of Uni.
Not that helpful, most reading is included in each lecture on learn and this is
more helpful as it is set out weekly. Also the reading lists often don't include
all the recommended reading.
Not very - often too many books suggested at start of module. Would rather
specific books and chapters were recommended when they became relevant
to the course.
not very helpful as often the books cover a lot of things which arent in the
course
not very helpful. not a lot of information.
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Not very helpful. Some of the reading material, I don't find useful at all. I
generally first search for a topic on the internet or ask my seniors or teachers
for a reading recommendation.
Not very unless really relevent or recommended highly in lectures.
not very useful, some of the listed texts are not very relevant.
Not very, the material is often out of date.
Not, often too general
only very few of them are heplful. most reading list are just too long
Pretty helpful. It is clear when you read the books on the list how much the
lecture material is taken from them
Provide a basic foundation for the topic, but infrequently any more in-depth
reading.
Quite helpful with most, less with certain modules
Quite helpful, however the sheer number of books included can sometimes
be a bit daunting and i can struggle to know where to begin.
Quite helpful. Sometimes the books are not relevant.
Quite useful, however most books are ones that lecture notes are taken from
so do not help explain hard concepts
Quite useful, however they tend to be quite short
quite usual, but too many maybe
Reading lists are extremely helpful as they refer you to material on which the
module and assesments are based on. However, sometimes there are a
large amount of books on some reading lists and when this is multiplied by
the number of modules, I simply dont have the time to browse through them
all in the library to decide which text would be most suitable for me and
therefore, most the time I just stick to recommendations.
Reading lists are helpful when the books included are relevant and cover
lecture materials in more detail
Reading lists are helpful, however it may be useful for reading lists to give a
little more description as to which lectures books on the list refer to as it can
occasionally be difficult with some modules.
Reading lists are not specific enough for specific labs i may have to write up.
However, generally they are fairly useful.
Reading lists are very helpful due to their relavance to the module.
However they stop you from spending a long time reading up on a subject
you don't need to know about (at this stage), just to find out some key
information. Furthermore, not all published literature is of good quality or
even still accurate (in fast moving areas, such as biotechnology), so it allows
you to be sure the material you are reading is up to date and accurate.
Reading lists given by lecturers at the beginning of a module usually just
contain content the lecturers have blatantly plaigerised for their notes and so
they don't help you understand concepts that you didn't understand from the
lectures in the first place.
reading lists vary from module to module. part of the learning process means
that a reading list shouldn't list every source. however key texts and difficult
resources to find should be listed and usually are.
Reading lists with information on how to get hold of difficult to find texts would
be far more beneficial. For a group project we had to go as far as having our
book printed as there wer two reference copies available in the whole
country!! Would also be helful to have them set out weekly so that we are not
reading out of the order of the module.
Readings lists work best when the link to the library actually works, there are
general books which are available and there is a break down on which book
is best for each topic
Reasonable although for engineering different notations may be used in
books compared to lecture notes.
Reasonably helpful, the main books are always very relevant to the course,
however many of the additional material always seems to distant from the
course syllabus
relatively helpful, however a large quantity not completely relevant, takes a
lot of time to find what your looking for. Some of the content some lectures
put onto the reading lists is far too vast, I feel it would be better if there was
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slightly less quantity and slightly more quality reading.
relatively helpful. I find they are very general and sometimes i don't find them
directly relevatant but they are good for general reading etc.
Relatively, I want to know exactly what I need but lecturers often use material
that is poorly written and doesn't allow understanding of the topic. Textbooks
that I can understand.and.not just textbooks lecturers understand
This is defiently something I would use if reading list were updated and kept
up to date.
Some are OK, some refer to books in which it is difficult to find the relevant
material amongst the rest
Some are so large and unspecific it is hard to know which are the best to
approach.
Some are very helpful. However there tends to be just one particularly good
book in the list. Others are for outside study.
Some can be very helpful with one or two core texts often pointing you in the
right direction for the module ahead. Some feel as if they sometimes have an
ulterior motive with two to four key texts written by the person teaching the
module. Some also have "Complusory" marked on 8 texts, for a one
semester module. Personally i do not have the financial backing to buy
twelve different texts for a ten credit module. How about possibly
recommending one "Absolutly compulsory" text to make it easy for those who
are not financially endowed.
Some modules are better than others. I think the modules which provide an
'essential list' of readings which is far too long is pointless. I have had weekly
reading lists of over 30 journals which would be very un realistic to complete
and is un motivating! Although some modules give a reading list which
provides an ideal starting point.
Some modules are good, others not so good. Often it is hard to find a specific
topic.
Some of it is helpful but some books in the reading list are too basic for the
module.
Some of the reading lists are really relevant and match the module well,
however others seem to have little importance and therefore motivation to
read them is low.
Some offer more targeted reading lists that others. I find these more helpful.
Some reading lists are helpful, but some books only one chapter is relevant,
but this is not specified in the reading list, so you can spend a long time
looking for the relevant part.
Some reading lists are very helpful, but some are outdated and the links from
learn are different to the readings in the module handbooks. Mechanics of
sport techniques has a poor reading list with some being un-accessible and
the main majority of them being old photocopies from short loan section.
Some texts in the reading lists are useful, however I often find better books
for modules that are not on the reading lists.
however I often find the lists given are overloaded and that far too much is
expected of me for one module when there are 5 other modules too. Often
many of the specified books repeat the same thing.
Sometimes helpful when the chapters that I directly need are presented on
the reading list, but sometimes they can become too crowded and
intimidating to use.
Sometimes the books in the reading list does not relate directly to the degree
I'm on and it can become very frustrating searching for books which have
very little information inside which can help.
Sometimes the lists are too long and are hence its difficult to get through the
material. The lists should be more focussed.
Sometimes they are to advanced for some topics. I often require readings
that explain specific points found in the class notes.
Sometimes they are too long and most of the things on them are not direct
recomended reading
Sports science have very specific set reading for each lecture, maths'
recommended reading is much more subjective to the lecture. Maths material
often easier to understand online than textbooks.
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. Reading lists can be overwhelming and difficult to tell which are the really
valuable resources without lecturere guidance. Lecturers sometimes have an
unrealistic view of what it is possible to read or think only of their own course
(i.e. it would be possible to get throught he reading if we were only taking one
course), but this does at least allow for further exploration of topics of
interest.
The core texts list is helpful, but for some parts the reading list seems
excessively long so I am unaware of which texts would be most beneficial
The ones provided were useful but the lecturers explaining what each book
contained helped more.
The ones that are up to date and correct are very useful, however failing to
outline the difference between compulsory/further reading can mean that
looking at a long list of books is daunting.
The reading list is really useful, and for some of the modules i think they
should provide some more.
the reading lists are helpful but it would be more helpful if the textbooks that
the lecturers work through are marked in some way
The reading lists are helpful but need to be kept up to date. Also it would be
useful if specific page numbers are given.
The Reading Lists are helpful, but sometimes too broad; there is sometimes
over twenty books with no notes in what aspects they will be helpful in. A
short description or recommendation would be appreciated.
The reading lists are really helpful, but i would like to see which book relates
to which module.
The reading lists are very detailed which can often be bad
The reading lists for fine art is so vast and varied due to the nature of the
course. I struggle to find information relevant to the work i'm undertaking.
The reading lists for my modules have been very useful thus far, they are
very extensive but all relevant.
The reading lists given by our lecturers are obviously where they got the
material from for the lecture notes so they are relevant. As they are the
original uncondensed source, however, they usually contain more
background info which may or may not be relevant/helpful.
The reading lists provided for each module are extremely helpful as you
know that they are directly recommended by the lecturer, lecture material has
probably been sourced from those books and it is likely that they will help
when it comes to revising for exams.
The reading lists seem to be very helpful, a lot of the stuff in some of the
books help me understand what has been gone over in lectures
The secondary sources on reading lists are not that helpful - all you get is a
title. Sometimes the books are not even available in the library, or online. It
would be more worthwhile if the reading list gave a statement about each
text. Otherwise it is more worthwhile to do a search for yourself and get
better results.
there are helpful when looking for books but could be improved by adding
journal references
There is so many, so not only do you get 1 bit of reading, there is a variety to
choose from!
They are fairly helpful though I sometimes wish academic staff would update
them if necessary...I'm pretty sure they don't do this. In addition to this, there
are so many books on the list..it would be good to have them written out for
us in order of priority/importance/how useful they are to us.
but I think all modules need to clearly specify what is essential/recommended
and what is supplementary/additional/extra because it is impossible to read
everything!
They are good but seem to be rarely updated Quite sceptical about most
things on the list though, unless it seems properly connected.
They are helpful but can appear daunting
They are helpful but contain too many books that talk about the same
subject.
They are helpful but only when they are up to date. It is harder now to find
journals in pdf format to read.
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They are helpful for the core textbooks and perhaps a couple of additional
books, but the lists tend to be very lengthy and it's not realistic that I would
ever look at them all.
They are helpful in relation to each module- however it would be easier if for
every module there was one particular book that we should buy and then do
extra reading from the reading list on top.
but I think they could be more helpful if they specified which books are best
for specific parts of the course etc so you could consult them if you found that
part challenging.
They are helpful to an extent but often some of the books listed are not
always relevant.
They are helpful, but in some cases it would be more helpful if they were
broken down into topic/lecture relevance.
They are helpful, but sometimes overwhelming the number of books there
are on there.
They are helpful, but with graphics you are normally reading into the theories
behind to help you further your studies where as some or most of the books
tend to be showcasing other work. Plus a lot of new techniques and work are
posted on blogs so haven't yet appeared in books.
they are helpful, maybe a bit of information would be useful
they are often not updated or do not match what we are told to read at the
start of the module. if they were updated they would be very useful as it
would allow us to get books beforehand so you do not fall behind on the
reading. however, i have been burnt before by getting books which are then
not needed so i do not follow reading lists anymore
They are okay but need to be updated on a more regular basis to make them
more relevant. They also on the whole don't cover the course material that
well and perhaps better recommendations should be given.
although some reading lists are too long and cannot be read thoroughly
before the next lecture.
but there is often too much on them and its hard to know what is best to read
They are quite useful when you know which lecture the reading is related to
but when it is just a long list for the whole module its not very useful as it is
difficult to use the information.
They are quite useful, although sometimes the books seem a bit outdated
They are quite useful, but the fact 4 or 5 books are recommended for each
module is ridiculous. Most of the time only a couple of chapters are relevant
but the lecturers dont highlight any specific parts of each book to read.
They are useful, but more specific sections would be much better. I
understand that the idea is that we get a thorough understanding of the topic
in general but by assigning a 40-page chapter to read after every lecture for
EVERY module and I am not going to do it. I have other important
commitments (no, not drinking) and I refuse to spend 10 hours a week
reading through a lot of unimportant information to find the tiny excerpts of
any value.
They are useful, but often too broad to be of specific use
However,sometimes these books are too similar to discover more information
about the topic.It takes some time to filter these books and choose the most
suitable one in most of time.
They are very helpful, and often quite extensive which is good.
They are very helpful; especially when there is a lecturer who is not clear in
their teaching or with their notes.
but can be outdated
I also get the feeling that there is a lot of 'selectiveness' of authors, promoting
particular authors (ones teaching at uni or somehow linked to the uni)
They do look helpful but there is a lot on them and sometimes seems like you
will have to trawl through them to find what you think you want.
They give a broad range of books to read according to the subject matter
which are normally an in-depth insight to the subject.
They have been helpful when they are in alphabetical order and have spaces
between each reference, otherwise the screen is too cluttered
They often are much longer than necessary
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. sometimes they do not contain everything you need but by browsing the
items near them you can usually find them
They tend to be very long and intimidating; you don't know where to start.
(BA English)
They're a bit crowded to be honest! Could do with just listing the superrelevant ones. I'd never have time to read all the books recomended for my
mech eng course.
They're a bit too full and we aren't likely to read everything. Especially
sometimes the books are too complex for our course at our level or they
aren;t very relevant. They seem to be there just to fill up the list.
They're ok, usually the books are relevant
They're quite useful but sometimes the books recommended can be quite old
or too far from the module to be of use.
They're useful however don't always seem to be up to date.
Too vague, need to say which the course is based on and actually rate on
difficulty level.
Useful but often are just a list of references to what was covered in lecture
slides and the rest of the book isn't relevant.
Useful only to a degree. It would be helpful to have some idea of how easy it
is to read and understand a book, compared to others, so we can decide
which to read for subjects we find are challenging/quite easy.
Useful when they're done right, but often I find that there are two
'recommended texts' and no core texts, or 3 core texts and I don't know
which one to focus on. I think lecturers should need to be clearer about which
books we should consult constantly (i.e. buy/get on long loan) or which we'll
only need to access a couple of times per semester.
useful, although sometimes too long and the books too similar
Useful, but often too brief and only specifying the core text(s), and nothing
much else.
Usually the first recommended book listed is good, but the others are just the
same, so not worthwhile
Usually very useful, however depends on the subject, some modules have
textbook style accompaniments, whereas others require the combination of
information from many different sources in order to encompass the entire
module specification.
Varies module to module
very comprehensive with plenty of extra material that needs to be filtered
through to attain the desired information
Very good in general but it depends on the module. Some modules need to
state what we need to read from the reading list and what sources are the
most relevant.
very good recomendations, but could be better by maybe explaing the
content and layout of the book so students would know which one would best
suit them.
very helpful - but requires dedication of time to such material, and at times,
its not easy!
Very helpful but often the reading lists are often exhaustive and too broad.
More concise lists hi-lighting the most important reading would be useful.
Very helpful for modules where they are complete, but for some modules the
reading list is very brief or there isn't one at all
very helpful if module is closely based on the books. for example math
modules, the style of questions examined are similar to the book's examples
then it is even more useful.
Also the texts listed deal with altogether different topics and are not related at
all. This makes the reader biased towards the views of the author of the text
consulted and cross-referencing of ideas from other authors on the topic of
interest is made harder where the searching of related texts is a time
consuming process.
very helpful, although often daunting as there are usually many articles
suggested.
although some modules have a reading list of about 18 books, which often
only 10 pages from each book are actually used in the module, so i would
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prefer a more condensed reading list where actually only books that are
highly relevant are put down, so i dont waste my time getting out lots of
books i dont really need.
Very helpful, especially when the key texts are specified as these are usually
easier to follow along to with the lectures.
Very helpful, mainly lists the books which has relevance to the course and
goes into the same detail as the module does.
Very helpful, most books seem to be relevant and help with assessment
Very helpful, they are very extensive so obviously you cannot cover all of it
but gives you a very good grounding.
Very helpful, though they could be a little more specific i.e. page numbers
etc.
Very helpful. They give an up-to-date record of literature that is directly
related to the course I study and this helps me narrow my search for
information.
Very helpful. Except sometimes i will find alternatives that suit me better
Very helpful. The more books that are on it, the easier it can be to overcome
any problems you may be having as each book will explain the topic
differently.
very helpful. they are in order of relevance for our subject which is good.
Very helpfull. Module assessment usually covered in reading list.
very however for some of my modules the recommended reading section
covers books that state exactly the same thing, big waste of time!
Very useful but need to be more detailed
Very useful but sometimes needs updating.
would be more useful if it could be rated which are the best though, as
normally quite a few are listed.
Very useful, but more information would be useful in terms of which books
the lecturers themselves follow/recommend.
Very useful, especially when 1 or 2 key books are highlighted or outlined by
the lecturer. It helps narrow down the books you have to find.
Very useful, especially when included with lecture notes.
Very useful, prefer if it is kept to a minimum number of books though
very useful. broad and al encompassing
Very useful. Greater detail.
Often chosen to compliment studies, so explain concepts differently to
lecturers.
Very, but they'd benefit greatly from being more structured. For some
modules they're quite messy and hard to follow,
Very, epecially if the list is specific as to which book refers to which module
very, sometimes not enough info
very,although if they were split into specific section it could be more
accessible
When I tried to study the reading lists for my modules, I realized that they are
not updated and that most of the lectures were unaware about it
Would be more useful if was done on a lecture basis - some lecturers do,
some don't - inconsistent
I think that each source listed should state which particular topic(s) they are
related to.
It would be more helpful still if they were in some sort of order as far as
relevance to the topic and and overall rating of the book goes.
Not particularly helpful as there is no reference to what particular topic is in
the specified book on the reading list.
not quite helpful because the category is too general.
Not very, as sometimes whole books are on there which aren't really refered
to, then you don't know what to read....
The reading lists appearedto be more helpful in second year, however
morespecific and provision on the most valuable sources would als0obe
helpful
Guidance from lecturer
A few of my modules didn't have reading lists, the ones which were most
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difficult too
being an art student we do not have many set reading tasks but having some
guidance as to artists/designers to research is always good.
Could do with a lot more detail of the books on them. Not all staff use it,
which is very annoying.
did not recieve a reading list, just got told which textbook was needed for the
module.
fairly - some are much better than others - i.e. if the lecturer suggests specific
reading for specific lectures/topics
Fairly helpful but often we are recommended many books but when you look
at them they are each only relevant to one chapter or module but we are not
told which part in the reading list.
Fairly helpful but specified chapters would help father than whole books.
Fairly helpful, but perhaps relevant chapters could be indicated with work
relevant to the module.
for an exchange student it is not possible to read everything, what is
recommended on the reading list for every lecture, so it would be better to
get tipps, what is really important
For some modules, very good, others very poor. For third year
Macroeconomics, the reading list was empty, even though there was
required reading.
For this year, I havnt really reffered to my reading list, as the material hasnt
seemed totally relevant to what i'm currently studying in my design work.
Generally do not correspond to what the lecturer actually uses so ref don't
match up, or entirely different book recommended by lecturer
Generally I have found the reading lists very helpful, only on one occasion
has there been nothing to direct my initial reading.
Generally terrible. The are either not on learn (i.e. there isnt one!)
Good but they often do not state which are the most relevant books to the
subject or are not necessarily the easiest to understand
helpful but would prefer lectures to include their favourite or most appropriate
texts.
Helpful if the lecture refers to the specific book
Helpful if there's a pretty conclusive list with different formats of reading e.g.
websites, journals and books.
Helpful providing they are compiled by the people running the modules as
they know which texts are the most relevent.
Helpful to find useful texts however tend to recommend texts that expand on
what is taught in lecture rather than explain what is taught.... not very helpful
when trying to understand lecture material.
Helpfull but confusing as the lecturer will only recommend a single text from
the list.
I certainly appreciate reading lists when they are there. Perhaps a few
personal comments from the lecturer/course coordinator on each would
make them even more useful.
I don't have a reading list for my course, foundation studies in art and design,
i think it would have been helpful to have one to point me in the right direction
as to which contemporary artists i should be researching.
I find the reading lists very useful but there are some modules that don't have
reading lists which make it difficult to gain more information.
and advice is not given as to the most relevant information.
and have been recommended by the academic in charge of the module, so
therefore the sources can be trusted
I find them very useful; when i'm unsure what secondary sources to consult,
being able to get my hands on items my tutors have personally
recommended is invaluable.
I tend to forget about the reading lists when they are not mentioned (and only
available on Learn) - I usually search on the Library Catalogue for books that
are relevant to my assignments, but if the reading lists were mentioned more
frequently I would use them.
I wasn't entirely aware that students in the School of the Arts actually had
reading lists, as lectures do not make up a large proportion of our learning.
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With this in mind, it probably needs to be made more widely known.
i've never looked at the online reading lists because we get recommended
reading lists from our lectures. the lists from lecturers is extremely helpful.
I've not found mine yet. If it were accessible and advertised then it would be
more useful
It depends on whether the lecturer provides a suitably relevant reading list or
not.
It is better for some subjects than others. I have found that a few subjects do
not actually display their reading list.
It is satisfactory level of guidance.
It may not be that helpful as the students are not well informed about the
lists.
It would be more useful to know whether or not we really need a textbook for
a subject. Having a list and a lecturer saying that 3-4 are recommended is
pointless if they never refer to the books in lectures; and the ones I have
bought have only been opened a few times.
Its useful to know the sort of books we should be reading and the books that
they think will help however it would also be more helpful if we knew why
they were helpful. Some sort of comment from the lecturer about the book
would be nice as i never know whether its going to be all that helpful.
Module specific reading lists produced by the module leader are often very
helpful. Many of their own lecture notes may be formed from these other
references, and I think it's beneficial to sometimes look into these in more
depth.
Most of my reading lists help me to access additional information that is
mainly covered during the lectures. I would enjoy much more some kind of
transcript of everything that is required for the examination. Basically the list
of the theories, definitions, models and etc. It is much more convenient and
easier to learn that way.
Most of the reading lists just state which books are on them. If they provided
a brief explanation of the contents of the book or why they were on the list, it
would be a lot easier to tell if anything on the list would be helpful at the time.
n/a have not been provided witha reading list
N/a there are none for me
Never viewed a reading list, rely on lecturer to inform which books are
needed
not particularly helpful As i have no set books (industrial design and
technology) it would be useful to have recommendations for ones that would
generally be useful.
Not that useful, it's much more important to take note of what your lecturers
suggest you read for each topic.
not too helpful as there are hardly any for my modules
Not very helpful - most of my lecturers will produce notes with direct
references which makes finding the information about a particular subject
much easier
different tutros use it in idfferent ways and it just gets confusing.
Often the books on the reading list are not very helpful and in the past I have
been told by lecturers, who provided the list, that I do not need to read all of
the books listed.
Ours was not mentioned at all by lecturers and there seemed to be no link
between the modules and the reading lists. The books I read from it were
helpful but it would have been better to have some form of discussion of the
reading materials in lectures/seminars.
Quite helpful - in the module guide some lecturers have put short
descriptions about the books which is helpful
- might be better if had to ask lecturer when required.
Reading lists are helpful but actual references in notes the parts in the book
which are relevant and helpful would make it a lot more beneficial. In
engineering there needs to be this as the complexity of certain things are
sometimes above and beyond what is required!
Reading lists are helpful if lecturers do not refer to the recommended reading
within their lecture notes. But as this iften happens the reading list is just a
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duplicate of what is written in notes.
Reading lists are not always posted for my chemistry modules it would be
useful to have some for certain third/ fourth year modules
Also few lecturers actually directed students to the reading list unless
prompted, and it was unclear where some (if not all) the books were related
to the subject material.
Relevant but not always sufficient. I often find myself searching the web for
books around the subject. This is often because the library doesn't hold the
books I find important to reading.
Since transferring to the new style year server 4 years ago, there does not
seem to be a reading list for every module.
Some are. It's more useful when lecturers tell you which chapters of which
books relate to each lecture topic, rather than just telling you which book(s)
you need for the module.
Some of the Modules have good reading lists which I try to read but I study a
Design course so some modules do not have any books on the reading list.
But I own a few design books so I use those.
some reading lists are helpful whilst others are not. it would be better if the
materials relevant to the exam are specified in the reading list.
Sometimes helpful, but often not mentioned by the lecturer teaching the
module so never read the books even when I have bought them.
Somewhat helpful, but these books are never referred to in lectures or other
times, i.e. 'if you wish to understand this in more depth, read book x' never
ocurrs. This makes it difficult to plough through books to find relevant
material as it is very time consuming.
The one given to us at the beginning of the course has provided very little
support so far... as they are quite general books. Some books recommended
by staff within separate modules provide more helpful information. Unless of
course, there is another reading list I do not know of! Or perhaps it isn't seen
as necessary as it is a design/technology-based course.
The reading lists are generally useful. Normally it's better to consult seniors
for a more in depth review of the book though.
The reading lists might be interesting if we consider that the teachers give
that to help.
the recommendations given by lecturers at the beginning of the module are
much more helpful to help you find the best book for your ability
There is very few reading lists for my course, Sports Technology.
They are helpful in some senses, but I do not think its a question of
helpfulness. I think it is more of a question of awareness that needs to be
raised especially when I know people who have not used the library yet
they are very helpful but some reading lists provided by some lectuerer are
not helpful.
very helpful especially when the lecturer doesn't give any references
Very helpful, although I think there should be more emphasis placed on them
by tutors/lecturers, as they can often be forgotten about or overlooked
Very unhelpful as reading lists are often created for leacturers gain.
Very useful when provided. Not always provided though.
Very useful... but most lecturers just say that the reading list is only there
because the university says each module has to have something.... even if all
the material required for the exam/coursework is in the lecture notes.
for one of my modules there isn't actually one on the system...which isn't
vastly useful...
Very, reflects what the tutor deems relevant to the module
They provide useful data for specific subjects but they are not referred
directly to the modules.
When lists are recommended and books are to enhance the understanding
and recontext a part of a lecture I often feel the lists are helpful
when the lecturers make them they are useful

Use
Depending on the module, i generally find all my readings from the set
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reading lists given. If i cannot find enough information in that reading then i
will search on the internet for a more detailed book or journal.
A good guide of what exists, however unless mentioned in lectures or by
lecturer I will rarely look up any of the books
Extremely helpful because they suggest further reading
fairly helpful, i purchased most of the books. i don't use them often but they
are very good!
alright when i need to know which books i can read for this module..or when i
need further info on something
Always good to consult a wide range of views and methods to explaining
knowledge desired by the student.
Depends on the module and the lecturer. Generally discuss things already
looked at in lectures so they don't really extend your knowledge.
Fairly helpful, if you are new to a subject they can help provide a start point
which allows you to expand on the suggested reading list.
Fairly helpful,they point you in the right way
as i am enrolled on the DL program, I have limited time so i just have a quick
view of university redaing list
As I study English and Drama I find the reading lists extremely helpful as they
tell me exactly what is required for me to read plus lots of other relevant
material.
As the lecturers set the assessments, I tend to follow the modules key
reading.
Find reading lists useful as it points you out directly to the books that the
lecturers recommend for the module
Because my subject is mainly design coursework based, there are only 1 or 2
modules that require a significant amount of reading. The reading lists help in
this area to provide a good foundation to work on, especially as my subject
does not ential me researching into different books a lot.
can be helpful if your stuck on a topic, and can't find sufficient information on
the internet.
Don't know about reading lists?
don't use them
Don't use them but know where to find them. The main problem is the cost of
buying the books.
Don't use them, use the reading lists handed out by lecturers.
Dont know..
effective way from learning at home/catching up on new material/when an
asienment has been set it does make life a little easier
Even though I am not an undergratudate student, I find it useful to scroll
through the reading lists from undergraduate modules that relate to my area,
in order to find mostly the "basic books" for each area.
Exams based on these so alot!
extremely helpful. it cuts out unnecessary research and helps focus reading.
gives you some idea for what to look for.
for most modules, they are very good as the books usually contain most/all of
the required information you are trying to find
For my course in particular, the material that we are examined on is generally
all in the lecture notes, therefore I tend to only consult the reading list if I
have trouble digesting the lecture material. Otherwise, I don't really use it.
For some modules a reading list isnt relevant because it depends on the
project that year
for someone like me that does not have previous academic background in
the field, the reading list is without doubt the prime source for my reference
and studying material
Generally I find the reading lists for a module very specific and the book or
books that they recomend will cover almost everyhting that is needed for that
module
Give me some useful advice on suppliment reading to make my study both
widely and in depth
Good for an overall understanding, but less useful once you get onto
pursuing own topics
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good for guidance
good guide lin what look for in library. Very useful.
Good, given additional reading for those who like to do above the required,
Have never used library reading lists - just my course ones.
haven't looked at them
Haven't really used them yet, but so far they have been helpful.
Helpful Direct in towards the type of articles to be readying
Helpful as a starting point and for finding further reading through the
referances cited in the books/journals detailed on the reading list.
Helpful as a starting point, would rather tutors took the time to create reading
lists than not bothering at all
helpful as all the books u require can be seen at the same time, all related to
the work that your doing.
helpful as we know have a guide of how the teacher may also thinkdepending on what books they feel are appropriate for the course.
helpful for revision
helpful in providing ways to read around a particular topic
Helpful in terms of letting the students know what books are definitely helpful.
Helpful in terms of pointing you in the direction of an author who is well
versed in the subject at hand. Can be quite difficult to discern exactly which
text would be most useful without doing further research.
helpful most of the time, at least as a starting point
Helpful to find specific books for your modules.
Helpful to highlight course information, but very daunting for a fresher to
recieve
Helpful when indicating key texts and recommended page numbers and
chapters.
Helpful when looking for other explanations/ further explanation of a topic
Helpful, as course is based around the thoeries in the book, however for my
course sometimes very hard to get hold of the book.
Helpful, tends to stop me reading other books that may not have relevant
information in them.
helpful,it provides a good starting point.
Helpful- starts you in the right direction for finding books you need.
Helps me find the books that help me directly for the course and the
assignments.
Helps Reinforce the concept.
I always go through the reading lists of every module I undertake, it's
essential to do reading on top of your lecture notes otherwise you will never
understand the full picture. Books from reading lists are usualy sized down to
notes in the lectures, so it's very important to review books from the reading
lists as you can be wuite sure those are the books your lecturers use.
I am presently doing Fine Art so the reading lists they give are can be helpful
but depends on the topics. Often I use those as a starting point and then
move onto others that I find using the catalogue and metalib whilst also using
sources from the bibliographies of the books that I am reading.
I feel they provide an adequate guide to help choosing relevant books for
specific modules
I find it helpful when they are updated with the latest books. I use this as the
basis for the books that I borrow from the library.
I find it it useful as it guides my reading to the areas highlighted by the course
whilst expanding on in-class topics.
I find reading lists very helpful as they focus your reading.
I find that often a module is based around one text book on the list, i will use
the reading list (or lectures recomedation) and get the book from the library.
I find the reading list extremely helpful because they give you a full overview
of the material you are going to study. During my studies I create a reading
list myself if one is not provided just because I find it extremely important.
I find the reading list incredibly helpful in directing my focus for a specific
subject.
i find the reading lists a very quick way of accessing helpful books, i use the
reading lists a lot.
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I find the reading lists helpful as the books you are reading you always no are
relevant to what you are studying and therefore are not a waste of time and
effort
I find the reading lists provided extremely useful, as they give you a place to
begin your reading with content you can be sure will be relevant.
I find the reading lists very helpful as it shows the material that is most
relevant to my course, so that I don't have to look through piles of books just
to find the solution to any problem that I am trying to solve.
I find the reading lists very helpful as there are so many books in the library
they cut out a majority of the books and help you pick from a selection that is
of interest and relevance.
I find the reading lits very helpful as it gives you a good starting base to find
other suitable reading as well.
I find the university reading lists extremely helpful. A range of material is
provided and the student feels like their research is guided and on the right
lines.
I find them a good place to start
I find them helpful as I know exactly what I need to look for, instead of
reading through many books to find something relevant to my course.
I find them helpful when it comes to trying to find relevant topics. i think they
are very helpful.
I find them very helpful as its a good source that I can use to back up the
knowledge of what I have learnt in lectures.
I find them very helpful as they avoid wasting time looking through irrelevant
material
I find them very helpful as they point out some of the main articles that are
relevant to read.
I find them very helpful as you are able to conduct research that is relevant to
the subject and also recognise the authors name in other areas of study you
may come across in the future.
I find them very helpful because they direct you to exactly where the book is
I find them very helpful- a good place to start and good to give direction.
I find them very useful becuase it allows me to go into the library to a direct
learning resource if im struggling with material. If the readings lists were not
given to students then personally i wouldn't know where to begin looking in
terms of finding an accurate description which is relevant to my modules.
I find them very useful for accessing good and recommended books
I find university reading lists useful as they give you a good book to start with
when reading around a subject. Books in readings lists have also typically
been used by the lecturers when writing their notes/assessments.
i found my reading list very useful as it only covered things i really needed to
know in the correct depth.
i found reading lists to be very helpful. with the aid of the reading lists it was
possible to read more into the subject
I found them very helpful as a start to do the research for my assessment.
I only tend to read the key texts for the course! So it is not overly helpful to
me.
I think it's a good guidance to study (material covered in lectures explained in
some other ways) or to go deeper into a subject we're interested in
I think that the reading lists provided are very helpful as they are easy to find
and use, and the items listed are often of great relevance.
I think that they are helpful and keep you on track with reading the relevant
articles.
Incredibly helful but we do not get good marks unless we use alternative
reading which defeats the point of it.
It gives an overview of the books that would be useful in the subject.
It gives me a guidance to what I should read to prepare for the challenges in
my modules.
it help us by saving time on searching which books that are better to be read
It is a easy way to show what book I need for the module.
It is good to know what books are recommended for module, so it is really
helpful. Saves time
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it is helpful and convience to find some useful materials, and could save
much time for me.
It is helpful in considerations of referencing the books or creating suggestions
on topics of interests.
it is moderatly helpful, as gives me a guidline on which books i will need.
It is useful to see the books that are most relevant to the module and if I want
a wider understanding of the topic.
It is very helpful as it only listed the ones that are related to the modules
taken. We thus don't have to check every single books in the library which is
time-consuming.
It is very helpful having a reading list otherwise it would be too difficult to find
reputable/relevant sources
It is very helpful when you need to clarify something learnt in lectures.
It is very helpful, especially when the reading list tells relevant chapters of the
textbooks for each lecture.
It is very helpful, when you do not know actually what you are looking for but
when you look through the reading list you get a clue of what you need.
It is very useful as the books recommended are directly linked to the topic of
study.
It is very very helpful in my studies. It is one of the tools that I could use when
I want to research the type of books that I should buy for that particular topic.
It was very helpful. As it has variet of recommended books for each module.
It's actually really helpful with my study with the reading list that the lecturer
recommended.
Its a very good starting point to then branch out and find ones own material
The list does however make a good starting point from which I can compile
my own list of sources.
Often reading lists may be far too broad, however they offer a good starting
point, often leading to other readings. I often prefer to find readings which
may not be on the reading list, in order to diversify my work from other
students.
Often the books on the reading list are not very helpful and in the past I have
been told by lecturers, who provided the list, that I do not need to read all of
the books listed. However, the list can be a great help and if not directly
providing the information needed it can point me in the right direction to a
more useful source.
often the reading lists provided by lecturers are the basis of my wider reading
around the subjects and so i find them very useful.
On the whole I think that the reading lists can be extremely helpful tools to
finding quality and appropriate information.
Quite helpful for specific topics
quite helpful, it helps me to find what i need.
quite helpful, they give you a few books with different approaches to different
problems so u can find one that helps you.
quite helpful, they provide a starting point at least
Quite helpful, would be lost with out them.
Quite useful, however often prompts students to take all books out whether
or not they need them
Reading a couple of books out of those listed gives me a big picture of the
subject, which is very helpful.
Reading lists are a good base to start with and often I like to skim through
them but sometimes I just prefer to browse the library shelves and look for
other relevant material myself.
Reading lists are a good starting point - but usually use Google Books,
Amazon, online book-stores to find latest trends and newer titles for a
particular subject.
Reading lists are helpful as a starting place, however sometimes more
specific information is required and that requires browsing the library shelves.
Sometimes you can use the references within the reading list books or you
can go to the shelves in the library where the books are stored and there will
be other books of similar topics.
Reading lists are helpful because they indicate the course text which usually
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covers the exact same material as the lectures.
Reading lists are helpful in finding student orientated academic books.
Reading lists are useful and give guidance on what areas of the library to
look for other books of similar topics.
Reading lists are useful to cover topics, find academic sources for
assessments and are a good starting point for further reading.
Reading lists are very helpful to me because they provide a broader view
about a topic
Reading Lists are very important, as they point you to an appropriate source
(many books are available). They allow you to find material similar to what
has been taught, but in further detail to aid understanding.
Reading lists are very useful, especially when split into essential reading and
optional reading. Instead of telling students to go and find material.
Reading lists can be useful when trying to find the name of a book that may
cover something that I am stuck on or want further explanation for.
Reading lists provide several different related sources all pertaining to the
same content. From there, I get to choose which source I prefer (in terms of
writing style and organization of content). Consequently, I tend to stick to the
same author for future readings. I also do not have to waste time searching
for relevant material to my modules for revision because it is already listed
down.
Really helpful as they direct you to exactly which books will help with each
topic
Really helpful since they inform me which book should I read or borrow
Really helpful, gives me an idea of what i should be looking for, then i get
ideas of further reading sources out of these books.
Really useful to find the right books to help with further reading, especially if
they are recommended texts for the module and useful to help with further
understanding of the subject
reduces search times for relevant material
Saves time in researching into what books are relevant and have good
quality information to the module or topic.
Show us which book would be more relevant to my topic.
Reading lists give a very basis of where to start looking for further
information.
Sometimes helpful - they give good general direction
Tend to use the suggested readings from each lecture.
The books recommended are relevant to my course so are helpful if I need
more information than just the lecture notes
The information provided helps to give an idea of not only what to read but
what to expect from each material
The main recommended text is usually quite a good book.
The ones that have been provided for my course have been useful in order to
get a general understanding of the topic and gain enough knowledge to
specific searches etc
The reading list a especially helpful as they are often the most relevant to the
subject specification than most other books available.
The reading list are very helpful as you can access all the books
recommended by the professors in each of you modules in one place without
having to look through each of your modules notes. It is also helpful that it is
linked straight through the library catalogue so you can instantly see if the
book is available and if it isn't when it will be.
The reading list as very helpful, as they also state what boks are held in the
library and what isnt.
The reading list focusses my reading so I find it helpful
The reading list for each module is extremely helpful. It's so handy to have
appropriate books listed with their authors so that i can easily search for them
in metalib.
The reading list from my tutors was very useful. I didn't know there were
other reading lists available.
The reading list given by my department (AAE) is generally quite helpful, with
descriptions of sections the lecturer feels are strong and weak in the book,
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and what section of the module it caters for. In some cases, the reading lists
for modules are very comprehensive.
The reading list is very helpful as it gives a direct link of relevance to the
material researched on.
The Reading list is very helpful for pinpointing which books are most relevant
to a module
The reading list is very helpful since is a collection of books direct linked to
the module subjects and selected from many different books available,
The reading list motivated to read and have increased my knowledge.
The reading list often are very helful for complete the timetible classes
information
The reading lists are certainly a good place to start
The reading lists are extremely helpful, as they offer a quick list of books,
relevant to the subject; these books are often recommended by the lecturers.
The reading lists are good if you need to read around a subject,
The reading lists are incredibly helpful as without them I would struggle to
find relevant materials.
The reading lists are really helpful because they an array lot of material which
gives space for the student to find which material is most useful.
The reading lists are the primary source of the books I buy or borrow from the
Library. I rarely extend beyond the reading list unless I am un-clear of a
certain topic.
The reading lists are very helpful for modules. I find it especially helpful for
each module when they highly recommend a book for the module itself but
also when other books are recommended as not being essential but being
very useful reading also.
The reading lists are very helpful, I usually tend to read the first and second
books from the reading list.
The reading lists are very useful in the fact that they provide reference to
books that will help your degree, without these you would not really know
where to start in researching your topic.
they are good as give you a place to start and focus on, and then can get
more detailes reading from those references in the journals
but it's a good place to start at the beginning of a module.
They are helpful as it gives you ideas of where to start looking, then you kind
find different and related books from there.
They are helpful as it means that you know where to begin your reading from
and can then find other books from there. They are also useful as a guide to
how much reading you should be doing.
They are helpful as they give recommendations for the best and most helpful
books for that module. Saves time searching through all the books on that
subject.
They are helpful in giving you an idea of where to look for further reading
They are helpful in that they suggest lots of books which cover the subject
They are helpful in the sense that they show you what books the lecturer is
using
They are helpful, it narrows down books I may need to buy!
They are quiet helpful they give you an idea what sort of books you should be
looking for.
They are quite helpful in the sense that it relieves myself of the duty of finding
relevant books
They are quite useful because you know what you should be reading, and
can choose what you want to read,
They are really great in order to get an overview over the module and the
information required
They are useful as a start point and cover all the main aspects of a module
They are useful as a starting point; often the books I choose are different
than the ones recommended
They are useful in pointing out a starting point for topics to read.
They are usually very helpful for the basic modular reading. However as I
begin an essay I usually have to go beyond the reading list to find sources for
essays. This is required though, and the reading list gives a good indication
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of what I am looking for.
They are very helpful because we learn the topic more detailed or from
another view.
They are very helpful in finding relevant books for your course. Reduces the
amount of time having to search for a book.
They are very useful in finding out what books to refer
They are very useful in finding textbooks recommended by the lecturer.
However, I find other books that I prefer using the location of books on the
reading list.
They certainly are helpful for core readings, but not for additional information.
they save a lot of time having to search for relevant content.
they're pretty helpful, they let you know what is relevent reading for your
studied module
They're useful as most lectures take material from them and helps to focus
on what we're learning.
Used mainly for getting information that was not available in the lecture
notes.
useful as a starting point, although i think there is too much emphasis on
buying course texts, as they tend to cost too much for the amount of use they
turn out to be
Useful but I generally don't read more than one source if they are all the
same.
Useful for guiding what books you should read
useful to get an idea of books for the course/module
Useful to guide to books that are of use
useful to have however dont look into all books recommended.
Useful to know which books are good for doing revision.
Useful when completing wider reading for a coursework assignment
Useually helpfull when it comes to research information needed for a report,
don't find them particularly helpful for exams as we don't do many written
ones
- generally quite useful as a guide - lecturers sometimes add to a particular
topic in that weeks lecture.
Ver helpful as it points you in the right direction for required reading. A good
time saver.
very as specific to individual course to help aid project briefs
Very effective as a guide
Very effective as lecturers divide reading into essential reading,
recommended reading and further reading so you know which
books/chapters/journal articles aremore relevant to the topic you are planning
on researching/revising.
very helpful (for finding further references especially)
Very helpful - would not know what to read without them.
Very helpful although not essential to buy the books as some claim
very helpful and related to the course
very helpful as a guide
Very helpful as a quick way of finding relevant material
Very helpful as a starting guide to finding appropriate material.
Very helpful as a starting point.
very helpful as i can refer to them when revising
very helpful as I know what books I need to read for my course
Very helpful as i no what reading is required for the module and easy to find
as it is in one place.
Very helpful as it gives you an overall view into the types of material you will
be covering per module.
Very helpful as the tell you what books are most relevant for your specific
course.
Very helpful as there is a wide range or books in the library useful to know
which is best suited to the module.
Very helpful as they are a good guide for where to get further information on
a topic.
very helpful as they are the readings most closely linked to the course
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material.
Very helpful as they atleast give a an outline of what sort of books I should be
looking for and offers a range of different books, which may describe different
things in different ways.
very helpful as they give you an idea of what and how much you should be
reading for each module
Very helpful as they guide you to the right sources/books that you need to
further your understanding.
Very helpful as you want books which support the material being taught in
the lecture so you gain a better understanding of the subject.
Very helpful during revision and preparing for assignments
Very helpful especially the core reading as it tends to be directly related to/
have articles or diagrams pulled out which are presented within the lecture.
Very Helpful especially the interactive ones that give you links to the library
data base
Very helpful for background reading when I have spare time and useful to
know the bst sources of information.
very helpful for finding respected sources, and sampling what will be helpful
Very helpful for knowing exactly what books are relevant to the modules
Very helpful for the assignments.
Very helpful if you are struggling with a particular topic or concept.
Very helpful in deciding which textbook to read from over others
Very helpful in finding the exact book to coincide with each module.
Very helpful in giving a first indication of the key texts for the module.
very helpful in guiding me to the appropriate material
Very helpful in some cases. It provides various sources with different
viewpoints and method of handling the topic. This helps me to refer various
texts that talk about the same topic in different perspectives and this helps
me better understand the topic of interest.
Very helpful it tells you exactly what to read if you do not understand the
lecture work.
Very helpful otherwise I would have no idea where to start
Very helpful to get started but find it difficult then to find further reading that
would be suitable
Very helpful to have a good starting point
Very helpful to the point that they are crucial to my modules and
assessments. I always use the reading list as the starting point for my
research before branching out from the ideas raised from this research.
Very helpful to understand which books contain the syllabus
Very helpful to understanding the course content.
Very helpful when choosing what book to purchase at the start of semester
very helpful! its ideal to find out what the best books are (recommended) as
this saves alot of time
Very helpful, as I feel confident that I am reading relevant material which has
been compiled with the help of module leaders.
Very helpful, as it recommended by the lecturer, who may obviously
reference this reading material in class.
my reading lists are well suited to my modules understanding
Very helpful, books suggested often give a range of opinions that are useful
when writing a critical analysis paper.
Very helpful, dont think I could get necessary information without a reading
list, a least a brief one.
Very helpful, especially at the start of the term
Very helpful, it gives you a good starting point for your reading.
Very helpful, lets me know which book to read for which subjects
Very Helpful, often first place to check for relevant reading material.
Very helpful, shows which books might be useful for me in extra reading
Very helpful, tells me exactly what is needed to be read and other books can
be found from these ideas.
Very helpful, tend to only read the books that are on the reading list
Very helpful, they guide you towards what's appropriate to read for the
subject matter in question..
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Very helpful, they help me be selective when choosing academic books to
read.
very helpful, they help to understand taught material
very helpful, they point you in the direction on book that will definatly help
Very Helpful. Easy way to get a list of books for references and background
reading.
Very helpful. Efficient use of time if appropriate reading references are
available.
Very helpful. Especially when it specifies how important the text is to the
module so I can prioritise what to spend time reading.
very helpful. Even if the texts mentioned on it may not be particularly helpful,
they atleast act as a guide for what kind of texts or books will be helpful
Very helpful. give direction to the type of literature you should be reading.
Very Helpful. Gives me the basic direction of my studies and a bit of structure
without it, i could spend a serious amount of time just trying to understand
what books i need
Very helpful. I found lots of the books on the reading list an interesting read
which also gave me more insight into the creative culture of being an
illustrator.
Very helpful. I usually get these books or refer to them - and it also gives an
idea of what type of book in what catagory to look at.
very helpful. need to know what is relevant to research about and what is not.
Very helpful. Saves time looking through sources which are not necessarily
relevant
Very helpful. They aim the little reading necessary for my subject into the
right areas.
Very helpfull as a starting point.
very helpfull as I find searching for extra readings very time consumming
when you could spend it reading useful information.
Very heplful, I base my reading on it
Very Professor specific, good for revision, less inspiring for reading around
the subject
Very Useful - i use them frequently as a start. They guide you in the right
direction.
Very useful as a summary of potential resources.
Very useful as an initial point of reference
Very useful as helps to direct to areas of study
Very useful as it is the most useful material for the module.
Very useful as they provide the core indicative reading for modules . it would
be difficult to select the appropriate sources without the lists
Very useful as you do not have to scan through many books to find what you
are looking for and can go straight to a particular book/.
very useful, as it guides you towards books that will actually cover topics in
the lectures
Very useful, as often lecture notes are based / in a similar style to books in
the reading list, so the two work together side by side nicely.
Very useful, especially if you are struggling with some aspect of a module, as
the reading lists often refer you to material that goes into more detail on the
topic which aids understanding.
Very useful, helped me pick out books relevant to my modules.
Very useful, makes it easier to direct reading rather then reading sources that
may not actually be useful.
very usefull, its the first place i go to
Very usefull, they gave me a pointer to the relavent books I needed to
purchase
Very, as they are a week by week guide in line with the course
Very, as you know that the book you are reading is relevent to the subject
being taught.
Very, they provide a good guide on journals/books and where to start getting
more materials from
very, when struggling in a module I use the books on the list to help me
understand the topic.
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Very. Good starting point.
Very........being in full time employment and studying an MSc via distance
learning having a reading list cuts down on precious time wasted having to
search online libraries for appropriate materials. Having a reading list means
I can find the book online and purchase it.
When I find I cannot find the information I'm looking for in lecture notes, first I
check learn for any material. My reading list is the next stop.
They prevent the irrelevant reading.
Yes, helpful as a starting point.
Accessibility
Occasionally the layout of reading lists differs so it would be quite helpful if
the structure was standardised as the reading lists would be easily to scan
through and read.
Fine, but the text is sometimes written in such complicated english that it is a
task to read - the text should be easier to read, therefore easier to
understand, therefore more encouraging to use.
Far too many books to read, some of which are difficult to get hold of.
for the most part helpful. But sometimes for a more specialised subject (say,
revising for a certain topic that will come up in an exam) you can find that it
may only recommend one or two books and they are unavailable sometimes.
Gave good references, sometimes books hard to come by or occasionally not
worth the time looking for.
Generally satisfied my needs, but links sometimes are broken.
However, when applicable, they are readily available and the text are almost
always accessible.
good that the reading lists are there. but they are not organised by course.
eg. when I look at the list it combines all the courses' books together (part B
school of art and desgin) therefore I it is confusing to look for which books
are directly to your course as they are not separated
but often a book appears in reading list when there is about 5 copies in the
library - unlikely to get hold of these for a long time.
Have been unable to access reading lists as a distance learning student
Helpful - easy to browse to module
Helpful but some of the main books are hard to get a hold of in the libary
Helpful however hard to read not user friendly very compact and together hard for dyselxic students like myself.
Helpful to a great extent, but since books on the reading lists flys rapidly from
shelves, I also (have to) look for books beyond reading lists which eventually
turn out as helpful.
however for my course sometimes very hard to get hold of the book.
helpful, but hard to borrow these listing books, they are all high demand.
books that either are too expensive to buy or get taken out by others students
from the library.
I find that the reading lists are not often mentioned by lecturers, therefore
they are difficult to access and often forgot about - I usually search for books
relevant to assignments on the Library Catalogue.
. not enough books on Maple relevent to pure mathematics.
I find them very helpful, although there is usually high demand for the books
and they are often long term books; they should all be short or week long
loans (especially during exam period).
I rarely use them as I am a long distant student and dont have physical
access to the list but online ones which I rarely use
I sometimes feel lecturers have not taken the time to check whether the
readings they've put on there are also at Loughborough University. Obviously
you could revert to ILL, but that sometimes takes too long.
I think it would help if they were handed out in paper form. I would be more
likely to make use of them.
I think the university reading lists are very useful as they are clear and
concise and clearly state which editions are recommended.
It is quite helpful but sometimes its hard to get the books out from the library.
As some other student have taken out.
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it is really helpful, but sometimes the books are limited, we cannot borrow for
enough time to read
It's not helpful because it is awkward to access through LEARN. I do find it
helpful if a lecturer recommends reading and doesn't provide a full reference.
Not very because a) the reading lists are difficult to find and b) it is not
actually essential reading for my course, only books we may find helpful.
not very, as some of the books or out of print, or inaccesible
Not very, students at the start of term frequently check out all the books on
the reading list. The majority of the time the books are only useful when
completing design projects or for finding more detailed versions of the course
notes.
Quite helpful Although sometimes lectureres give us 4 textbooks to read.
WHilst I appreciate you can't limit knowledge to just one book, it means its
harder for us students to get hold of all of these books. The library does not
stock enough copies, and its too expensive to buy all the textbooks required.
Quite helpful, although it can be difficult to get out books when there is high
demand for them
therefore books are often out on loan.
Reading lists are useful but the case is that normally there are not enough
books for the course, especially for specific coursework assignments. where
key text have been referred to in lectures and even using the loan request
feature to reserve the book you will get it after the hand in date.
Reading lists are useful. However, highly recommended texts are sometimes
how to get hold of.
Reading lists are very useful however availability of most key texts in the
library is poor.
Reading lists were, as per last academic year, were hidden away behind
Learn and were not immediately obvious.
Reading lists are most annoying when there is masses of books that are not
available in the library.
Relatively helpful when the main book costs £50 and the library only has 20
copies it's a little off putting.
sometimes helpful if there's a wide range, but if there's only one book, its
difficult to get it from the library
Sometimes it's hard to find the right material you need
Sometimes they can be quite useful, yet other times it can be difficult to
obtain the required texts
Sometimes useful but often only a limited number of the books are available
from the library so actually doing the reading is impossible - more books on
the list or E-books would help
Sometimes very brief and hard to find the book if not in library
The books recommended are usually gone! Lecturers bias to ones on the
reading list - often 'invisibly' penalised for using others.
The main problem is that the library does not enough copies of the main
books everyone is after.
However for many books there are not enough available copies on long loan.
but sometimes it is quite difficult to find the books (because they are not at
the library or in the net.
The reading lists are fine, but it can be hard to find the book in the library
The reading lists are generally qute helpful however it is the availibility of the
reading material in the Library which is the issue. I have had to purchase all
of the core books during my time at Loughborough University due to the
Library not having enough copies.
but it can be a problem getting the more common books at times.
The reading lists are helpful however many of the books are not available in
the library as they are on more than one modules reading list so demand is
high.
The reading lists are helpful however when a book is said to be highly
important for a class the usual result is that there is not enough copies in the
library to go around so often I have to go without, read at an inconvenient
time or buy myself.
and there are times where there aren't enough textbooks
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The reading lists can be helpful, however in Criminology and Social Policy
there is frequently not enough copies of the books on the list.
The reading lists themselves are helpful, the fact that none of the books are
ever available....is not.
there quite good but there's far too much needed to do to see if the library
has the book and where it is
They are effective, however books often highlighted by the lecturer in the
reading lists are often limited and hard to borrow since there is a limited
number books vs the total number of students taking that module
They are good. But often the numbers of copies of those books is not
enough. And we have to resort to buying them if we want to read them.
They are quite helpful, yet sometimes there aren't always enough copies of
the books available when you go to borrow them from the library.
They would be considerably more helpful if the library kept enough copies of
the suggested reading material so there was a copy to read!
They're okay, could be improved by direct links to journal articles online.
Useful but difficult to find those journals from university's website.
Usually all books from reading list are taken, so alternatives have to be
found, which are just as good but not on reading list.
usually very good, however the quantity of books needs to increase, as there
are not enough copies, maybe get more online copies?
However, I often find that some of the recommended reading is not available
through the library (either online or in a physical format). Also, when it comes
to busy periods i.e. coursework deadlines, there simply are not enough
copies available of the key texts recommended
Very - especially the links to the area of the library in which it is found.
Very convenient are the links from the reading list directly to Library search
engine.
Very helpful - when the items can be found easily
In other cases, the reading list is not well refined where some of the topics
dealt in the module is not available in the texts mentioned in the reading list.
Hence, we have to locate texts that deal with the topic of interest and this
takes up a lot of time which can be spent on other constructive matters.
Very helpful unless there is only one long-loan book available between the
whole course
especially when there is a link to electronic editions, as they are easier to
access immideately
Very helpful. Although not always enough of each book on the reading lists,
especially if they are long loan.
Very helpful. Although when the obvious material is on a reading list it can
make it hard to find material beyond the reading list to acheive higher marks.
Would be useful but by the time I come to get them out there are none left.
sometimes books hard to come by
Student recommendations/
requests
do the job but could be ordered by relevance to make sure you are getting
the best information first.
I would like to see all of the books on the reading list available as an e-book,
or at least mark those that are available to the library in e-book form
Find the reading lists helpful; sometimes the formatting of the titles/authors is
a bit jarring on the eyes particularly the usage of italics.
However, due to their length, it would bve better if they were in a prioritised
list rather than alphabetically.
They could be posted or made available sooner especially before student
start university so that we could get books that we require before term starts
Good that they are there, would be better if they could be linked to the library
catalogue/e-books
helpful but would be more helpful if they gave them out before freshers week
so we could buy and begin to read them in advance
Would be better if reading lists were accessible after one click (straight from
the learn module menu) instead of the few clicks and login required currently
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(why can't the learn session be used as authentication?)
Helpful, but could include direct links when it is a homepage
Additionally the ability to see the book data such as ISBN if you wish to buy
from amazon would be useful.
I would find it useful if the recommended texts were stated before the start of
the year as every single time I end up being behind on reading as the lecturer
sets loads of reading in the first week and I don't have the book by then.
I would like to get a set of reading lists before the academic year starts like
other departments do and they have time to buy the books and pre read
where as the sports department you get the reading list when you start the
new module and then have to catch up on reading when the lectures have
been.
pretty good...***** would be more useful if the libaray position of books was
also included to save time finding where the book is. ****
I think the recommended reading (reading we really must/should do) should
be made to stand out and all the other reading stand out less as I don't have
time to read it all ****
I think what would be better is if students could append information to the
reading lists (e.g. reviews), but also further sources. I found an article from
the IEEE via metalib which the lecturer must of based his course notes on,
and the paper was very useful, and it could be appended to the reading list.
That said, there is a motive for specifically not doing so in order to gain a
competitive advantage over your peers. ***
I feel this could be changed so that you can search more than one book at
once, or even just see the location on the reading list. ****
Also there should be links to pdfs or websites to make the task of gaining
access to articles easier as I think lots of people don't bother searching if
they are unsuccessful the first time
Perhaps including useful locations (e.g. 510.12-510.81) would be helpful. ***
It may be better if reading lists were organised under module sections, but
then subdivided into two sections; available in the library and available in
online journals
But it'd be nicer on the lists to give statuses on how many copies the library
holds to see if I should just ebay one and save me searching the library
However it would have been nice to be able to access these lists before my
arrival at the university - I didn't have a log in til i got here!
Would be more useful to have lecture notes and reading lists available in the
summer before term starts because once term starts there generally isn't
enough time to read extensively.

Other
Can be useful
Average
a bit
adequate
almost always helpful
Always very helpful
the reading lists are very helpful,
complete,interesting,satisfy
Definitely helpful.
Extremely beneficial.
Extremely helpful
Extremely helpful
extremely helpful!
extremely helpful!
Extremely useful.
Extremely!
Fairly helpful
Fairly helpful
Fairly helpful
Fairly helpful
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Fairly helpful
Fairly helpful.
For English, we are provided with extensive reading lists, they are very
helpful
Generally appropriate
Generally I have found the reading lists very helpful,
generally useful however for my course i usually use the internet, as normally
i am unsure on a definition of a very specific thing from the lecture notes
which is generally alot easier to quickly find on the internet. also the books
tend to explain the work in a similar way to the lecture whereas the internet
can often provide similar models form which ideas can be built up on.
Given that most of my study is based on my own research, they are of limited
use.
good
good enough
helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful
Helpful but not very helpful.
Highly
I achieved a first without any reading, however I would certainly read more if I
were able to motivate myself
I am a fine art student and so I don't really have a reading list or follow one, I
read what is relevent to my subject matter of choice
I didn't know I had one.
I didn't try it honestly
I dont know how the reading list is going to be helpful for me, but i think its a
good way to understand your position.
I dont know if we've ever had one on our course, certainly not an essential
one, maybe a couple of recommended titles.
I find it helpful
I find it very helpful.
I find the reading lists for each module very helpful.
I find the reading lists very helpful!
I find them extremely useful
I find them very helpful
I find them very helpful
I find them very useful.
I found it very useful.
I found it very usefull because there are a lot of recommended books which
will help me for my research.
I have found the reading lists useful so far.
I have never once used them.
I have never used before, so I really don't know how useful can be.
I have never used them
I have not had an opportunity to use them.
I haven't seen them, therefore not helpful.
I rarely refer to them, but on the occasions that I have, they've been fairly
helpful.
I rarely use them
I study Computer Science, and this does not require reading in general, so I
rarely use reading lists.
i think its very helpful
I would say they are mainly very helpful :)
I'm doing computer science so there's no compulsory items in the lists. Pretty
helpful anyway.
If there is a reading list available, very helpful.
it depends on the course but they are helpful in most cases
It is not the tool that I use more frequently.
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It is very helpful
it is very helpful
its really effective
kind of helpful
Mildly, there is not a lot of reading for computer science, most of it can be
found on the web
Most of the books recommended to me on my course are helpful and I have
been able to use them well in my revision but often online documents are just
as helpful.
Most texts are referred for within seminars so it is essential I can obtain a
copy. Without it you risk falling behind in a module.
Mostly they are relevant
Mostly very helpful
My course does not require me to do much reading. I am currently reading
for my dissertation and have found the sources myself
My course has very few reading lists and they don't recommend specific
chapters
My course has very few reading lists and they don't recommend specific
chapters
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
n/a
N/A
N/A, PhD student
Never look at them
Never really used them
never really used them
Never used.
Normally extremely useful.
Not as helpful as the notes themselves.
Not helpful
not helpful
Not much for my MPhil!
not much helpful~
Not really applicable to me as a PhD student
not relevant
not relevant to me as a PhD student
not relevant to my studies
not so useful sometimes.
Not that much helpful but helpful
not used
Not very
not very
Not very as we are not required to buy every book on the reading lists.
not very helpful
Not very helpful
Not very, but I'm here for the practical aspects of the course (Fine Art)
Of much help for me
Ok
Personally I find them very helpful.
Potentially the have great benefit to students. The helpfulness of the lists
however are dependant upon how willing the student is to use them. It could
be the greatest reading list however if no one uses it then it is useless!
Pretty helpful
pretty useful
quiet helpful
Quite effective and helpful.
quite helpful
Quite helpful
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Quite helpful
Quite helpful
Quite helpful.
Quite useful
Reading list are helpful in my course, however i feel i dont make as much use
of the whole selection as i should do. Some subjects i read more from the
reading lists that others, depending on whether i find the material and its
concepts hard to grasp
Reading lists are very helpful.
Reading lists seem pretty helpful, however I do not take advantage of them
very much.
Reading lists?
Really helpful
really helpful.
Reasonably helpful
Reasonably helpful.
Reasonably my course doesn't involve a lot of reading
relatively helpful.
Seem to be fairly helpful
Some are helpful.
Some modules are better than the others
Sometimes good, often the text books are very expensive though.
Sometimes helpful
Online books such as in google books are more helpful, as you are able to
search for given phrases or words of your interest in the large amount of text.
although is always good to browse the library shelves to look for book with
different languages and sometimes easier to the persons background and
abilities
The reading lists are helpful to me
the reading lists are too helpful
They are generally very helpful, however, the computerised system in the
library is very badly designed. e.g. no forward/back buttons, book
code/locations not displayed in the summarised list for each module (you
have to view the detailed information for one book, then navigate through the
entire system again to view another), no vertical scrolling (you cannot view
the bottom of a list with more than about five books in it).
They are helpful but it is nice to find your won material too, makes the essay
unique.
They are helpful, but not great.
They are helpful.
they are really helpful
They are useful
they are very helpful
they are very helpful
They have been helpful, on the occasions I have used them.
They're great! I find them very useful and interesting.
They're pretty helpful.
They're there with all the information you need.
They're very helpful.
through the teacher' rec
useful, comes in handy
Useful.
usually helpful, however, on occasion for the odd module items on the
reading list tend not to help.
Usually very helpful
Usually very helpful.
Usually, the books given in the reading list are especially relevant.
Variable
For the most part, reading lists provided are useful.
very
very
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Very
Very
VERY
Very
Very
Very
Very
very
Very
Very helped. Large range of material to refer to.
Very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
Very Helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
Very Helpful
very helpful
Very helpful
Very Helpful
Very helpful
very helpful
very helpful
very helpful - essential
Very helpful for Design & Technology.
Very helpful in the main.
very helpful!!
Very helpful, as they are made by the lecturers
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very helpful, but i think some are not necessary.
very helpful, especially when there is one particular book
Very helpful, i just dont make full use of the facilities at the moment - trying to
change that!
very helpful, useful and enjoying
Very helpful, with so many different choices of books on one subject the
reading lists definately help.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very helpful.
Very Helpful.
Very helpful.
very helpful.
very helpfull
Very helpfull, without them i would strugle
very important.
Very in-depth
very much
Very useful
Very useful
Very useful
Very useful
very useful
Very useful
very useful
Very useful
Very useful tool
very useful!
Very useful.
Very useful.
Very! Wouldn't know where to begin without them.
Very, i can do the reading before lectures.
Very.
vital for some modules but less so for others
Yes very helpful
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Appendix 6 Other qualitative comments on academic reading
at Loughborough
Stock
Insufficient copies
A lot of texts which feature on reading lists often only have one copy. If
everyone in class wishes to borrow it, this can be problematic. One book
specifically I have been after since October 2010 and it still hasn't been
returned by the current user.
The reading lists for modules are particularly useful as the texts often fill in
the gaps in the lecture notes, however the books on the reading lists are
always in short supply.
Although books that are on reading lists tend to be available in the Pilkington
library, I find that books which are not on the reading lists are often not in the
library.
The availability in the library is generally good, however at peak periods such
as exam or coursework periods sometimes these books aren't readily
available.
At peak times of the year e.g when everyone is doing the same assessment,
there are never enough copies of the essential books.
At times on my course (Single Hons. English) there are recommended books
and at most six copies of the book in question available - there are a hundred
students on my course - must it always be first come first serve?
Can we get more of the core textbooks for modules please?
Certain anthologies are extremely expensive to buy for students who may
only use them once or twice. Perhaps the library could provide more copies
of texts such as these to enable students to keep up with required reading?
Copies of module textbooks are often on loan throughout the entire year or
only in the short loan section which makes it difficult to access material
sometimes.
During three years of studying I was constantly left disappointed with the
availability of books in the library. It is simply unacceptable.
For books that are recommended as the core book for a module it would be
extremely useful if there were more copies of these books in the library or
one copy of the book that was only short loan so that you could go and do
the recommended reading in the library knowing that you will be able to
reserve the book for an hour. This would also reduce the cost to students on
a lot of courses who have to buy numerous text books.
For some modules I have found it difficult to get the book I need from the
library - due to other students already taking them out. For the module
Exercise and Health Physiology I found it very useful to have the book as an
online book as it was accessible to everyone on the course.
books usually in stock
high demand books should be available as e-books so that people don't miss
out when all the library copies are taken
If certain books are popular across many subject areas, the availability of
these books should be increased i.e. more copies of the book.
I think it would be a good idea if the recommended readings for all the
modules were available online as I often find that when it comes to
assignment/exam time then all the books you want are not available,
However sometimes, due to the large number of students on my course, if I
were to go back during the semester to look for less essential books about a
specific module, they are usually out of stock as the library will not have as
many as it is not as essential.
I generally think that reading material is easily accessed, but I personally had
some issues finding 1-2 books because of the demand and the limited copies
in the library.
I have found that for two of my modules in semester 1 there were only two
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copies of the books in the reading list for that module for a first year class of
students. Carefull co-ordination of reading lists and number of copies of that
material in the libray should be taken.
the books that we need are always low in numbers (2-3 copies) when there
are 70 plus students on my course.
books per 300 students isn't good enough!
I study Economics and although there are quite a few of all the books that are
needed, they are often pretty much impossible to get hold of at the library
(probably due to the large number of people studying the subject) and I've
ended up having to purchase a lot of books myself this year, even if I only
need them for one coursework.
I think the library needs to expand by purchasing more copies replacement
books are only only bought in 1 or 2 copies when the out of date books sit in
their 10's or 20's
I'd like to see more long term copies available
The course books are often limited during exam period and although you can
point out the 'first come first serve' rule that people who revise or borrow
books early deserve to have the books early, I view it as unfair as if there
were 30 books for a 100 students on a certain module and everyone was
equally as eager some would eventually miss out on the books which puts
them in a predicament of using lesser books. I believe everyone should
deserve equal means to completing coursework or studying for exams
regardless of the time they choose to do their academic work.
increase availability of the relevant academic literature
Increased availability for books which are on the reading lists for modules
It can be very difficult to get hold of some of the recommended texts obviously there's a limit on how many copies the Library can keep. Electronic
It is sometimes hard to keep up on key readings when there are only a few
copies of key texts in the library and yet so many people registered to a
module. A few times this had led me to fall behind during readings as it has
taken a while for a certain text to become available.
It would be better if Key texts for courses were in greater stock. By key texts i
mean the core textbooks. I say this because while they are essential for
assignments and exams, they are not really necessary through out the year,
so buying them seems a bit wasteful.
it would be nice if there are sometimes more than one copy of the book on
the reading list
Make the availabilty of readings greater as they are in high demand from all
of the other students on your course so sometimes very hard to get hold of a
copy
Many of the key readings on my course have very few copies in the library
and they are always on loan More copies in library of key texts!!
More availability of books during exam periods
More books in the library from the reading lists.
More of the newest editions on long loans!
More of the recommended reading books in the library for each module to
have a recommended reading book
More textbooks to be available from Library for Automotive Engineering
Most of the books that are very 'hot' tend to be borrowed, thus we can't get
any copy of it.
the library should have more than one copy of reading books that are
compulsory for the course as these are often in high demand and not
accessible.
Please get more copies of key texts from reading lists!!
Perhaps increasing the amount of books in the library
Probably have more copies of books for certain subjects on the shelves
rather than just one or two that have to be shared by an entire class.
Several times I have not been able to access books recommended by
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lecturers because there are very limited copies in the library.
Some of the reading list items were hard to borrow as there were far more
students borrowing them that there were copies available,
Some popular books could do with having more on the shelf. As a student
doing a research project, it is really frustrating to constantly bring back a book
due to requests, only to go and request it again myself.
Sometimes books that are compulsory reading for a course will either be in
limited supply or those that are available are on long-loan so it is impossible
to get hold of. I have previously complained about this and was told nothing
could be done.
Sometimes the books I need only have a few copies that are already out on
long term loan, so it is a long time until I can get my hands on them, I know it
is expensive to buy more but maybe change the loan time length when it is
being used for a big class and so is a high demand book.
Sometimes the library runs out of key texts
Text books can be very expensive to buy, it was very useful having one of my
text books available online.
Textbooks should be updated to most recent editions.
The books that are recommended strongly by lecturers should have a higher
number available for the library especially when needed for assignments
The library could have a few more copies of some of the core textbooks.
some high demand books are near on impossible to get hold of, so maybe
more access to these books,
frequently find I can't get hold of a hard copy of a book as there just aren't
enough. What we have is great, we could just do with more of it!
The Library should invest in more of the core books, as there are never any
copies left.
there always seems to be a shortage of ALL the books that are most read
and needed.
the library does not provide many books on the subject which is an
annoyance as the few books available are usualy gone within the first week
of term and are very expensive for a student to buy themself.
There are a lack of course-based text books in the library. Somes 4 or 5
between a class of 200. It'd be nice to have a better ratio of loanable books
to class size, or perhaps pdf versions of some of them to save me just
torrenting them.
There are not enough copies available at the library of the set books and the
reading material. I mostly always have to buy the books.
There is often not enough copies of essential texts in the library, my
coursemates and I understand that we are required to purchase the core
texts but when writing essays it is often very annoying that there will only be
1 copy of a book that is stated as extremely helpful on the reading lists. If you
request the book then they are often not returned until after the deadline
dates as well.
There should be larger quantity of books which are needed from modules!
there are not enough books on the reading list available in the library.
Tutors, for some modules, list books that are very hard to get hold of!
It's difficult to borrow the book we need from the library. There's a scarcity of
course books.
When books are recommended for reading by a module leader, these are
often taken out immediately, and there are not enough copies to go around
everyone. I know that books can be requested to be returned, but isn't there
a way that everyone can have a copy at the same time?
With higher fees approaching, it would be brilliant if more primary texts for
our courses were available in the library, as book costs add to the expenses.
With rising tuition fees, it would be brilliant if more primary texts were
available in the library - for example primary novels and plays in drama and
english - as book costs add to expenses.
However, during assessment time, they disappear from the shelves,
understandable. due to the high demand. Although, this isn't as big a
problem as it would seem as there are plenty of alternate texts available, just
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not the ones indicated in the reading lists.

Subject comments
With rising tuition fees, it would be brilliant if more primary texts were
available in the library - for example primary novels and plays in drama and
english - as book costs add to expenses.
Where are we supposed to get normal reading books from the library?
we need more books in the library
We need more books and e-books.
I would like to see more general books on FPGAs (field programmable gate
arrays) in the library. I really struggled last year finding books for this, and
had to rely on a lecturers rather poor notes. Journals were too advanced.
There are books on the subject out there (a quick search on Amazon reveals
a few). There was no books on the reading list for this module (ELC054).
There should be more books available for some courses,
I am often criticised for not using up to date criticism, whilst there is a lot of
old critical material available in the library. The academic system is heavily
dependant on literature on line etc, which is a shame.
There are many books that never seem to be available at the library to
actually take out and use.
The School of Art is so far from the Library that I very rarely visit. Most of the
books I use I have bought for myself. I think it is appalling that the School of
the Arts does not have its own locally situated library, and I'm sure it's
detrimental to the background reading, and ultimately to the produced work,
of the students at Loughborough.
The range of sources available for academic reading is exceptional, and
extremely easy to access.
the library is also a recreational place. it would be good to have things like
book
The library has a good range of books,
The library at Loughborough offers an extensive collection of material for
students of different levels of study.
Sometimes I cannot find the book I want.Because: 1.Loughborough doesn't
buy it. 2.It supposees on the shelves,but somehow i cannot find it. I think
there are insufficient books about digital media,such as website
design,software tutorial...Especally for these computer graph books,the
books are not very new in our school. For example,Adobe
series(photoshop,illustractor,flash,dreamwaver,firework) are version CS5
now,but there are only the tutorial of cs version on shelves.And the kinds of
books are not so wide. For example,there are only one book about
painter(and the version is very old). In other words,it's a little hard to find the
last information about digital design or art in our library.
Reading an information for leisure and to satisfy a certain question is way
more intresting than reading a certain book to prepare for an assesment.
Quite often the few books that I need for my course - Product Design - are
unavailable in the Library or are outdated.
Perhaps there could be a wider selection of topics for general interest
available in the library.
More copies needed of certain textiles books. Plus not a fantastic selection of
textiles books. I end up having to buy many myself.
More books on motorcycle design please!
Loughborough University's Library is very good source of information with a
lot of books related to subjects and just for recreational reading.
Library should have more new books in some areas.
Library should have more actual literature and most available material in
other languages than english. For example the novels available in spanish
are all from classical authors or from the ones whose have won the nobel
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prize, but there are a lot good authors and there are not enough books
I would like there to be more books on specific subject areas.
I think the library needs to expand by purchasing more copies and newer
articles in all areas, particularly fast moving areas such as engineering, many
books are now out of date in techniques
I sometimes feel that additional reading for my course (Mech Eng) is not as
helpful as the exam and coursework will mainly involve the module material. I
feel that any work time I have spare would be used on coursework/project
work rather than additional reading in modules even if I find the module
interesting.
. I can normally find books on the shelves that help me to answer my issues
Other than that,that is a subject specific problem not general, I don't have
any other comments to make.
I find that there are usually enough books when I go to the library
For the physics modules I studied this semester I found a lot of the books in
the library to be quite old 1980's - 1990's. Thats why I use Amazon and EBay and kindle to get more modern books
For an English degree, it is sometimes difficult to keep up with the
recommended reading, and at times many of the books on certain modules
can't be covered within a one hour seminar. I think the books chosen need to
be either short and able for one seminar, or longer books but that require two
to three hours on them over a few weeks. Also, we don't have any reading
weeks like other departments, so we often spend time reading or re-reading
texts within the holidays, including our other assignments for essays etc
Also many of the English modules now look at quite modern texts - a more
updated fiction section would be helpful. Finally could the library not look to
replace the almost obsolete VHS tapes it currently holds?
how do we get hold of normal books (e.g. the girl with the dragon tattoo etc..)
Books for CAD software and computing languages like Maple and Matlab are
not publicised at all. It would be very helpful particularly for those whom have
never studied computing or design technology (such as at A level) to have
some helpful books regarding these areas.
A wider range, and earlier access to environmental journals would be very
helpful (e.g. all back issues of Journal of Ecology).
The social sciences department need to make more books available to
students
A wider range, and earlier access to environmental journals would be very
helpful (e.g. all back issues of Journal of Ecology).
There are considerably less paper copies of English and English Language
journals available in the library than many other subjects.

E books and Ebook readers
Although I prefer to read material off paper, it might be a good step to start
making popular textbooks available to read as e-books.
I recommend making online texts available for more than just a few of the
books on the recommended reading list.
E-books are very useful Saves wasting money on books that will only get
used for one term and means everyone on the module can access them
, I do like to read from paper however I have read articles on the kindle and it
is very good and think it is just as good as reading from a paper source.
making access to online sources easier off campus would be useful
I am looking to buy an ireader, such as kindle etc, but I am hesitant because
of how much material would actually be availble for use on it. If this was
publicised I think I'd be more inclined to get one - I don't want to buy one then
find I can't use it for my reading, academic or otherwise.
so an online source would be really useful.
I prefer physical copies of books however if there is a limited supply they
should be made available electronically.
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i would much rather have an computer based copy on information that i can
highlight without having to type out aragraphs f information from books
I would like more to be available in e-book form.
I would like to read more often and need to motivate myself to read more
often. It would me more convenient if there were more electronic books for
download to laptop/blackberry/ipod touch which could then be read on
journeys/when at home. Is not conenient to take large books when travelling.
I would read of an e reader but the disadvantage to them is that you cannot
make notes or scribble down ideas.
If I did have a kindle would it be possible to get books electronically from the
library?
IT WILL BE VERY USEFUL IF MORE BOOKS HAVE ELECTRONIC
EDTION
It would be extremely useful if in the near future the library could allow you to
download electronic copies of books onto e reader devices
. When are you introducing e-books?
More copies of books or higher availability of online books. too much
competition in exam period
more stuff online please
, if possible, for those that do not have any electronics copy, it would be great
to have one.
The library has a good range of books, but some high demand books are
near on impossible to get hold of, so maybe more access to these books, or
putting these books online.
maybe its interesting to available some e-bool reader to incentivate students
to have their own or simple experience.
there should be more electronic books made available, as there are very few.

Journals, Ejournals
and Metalib
With regards to metalib, it is an excellent resource for research but because it
has such a wide range of websites on it, it becomes tedious to use because
locating relevant information is difficult. It might be more useful if there were
more search filters available and perhaps a few tutorials on the library
website to show one how to navigate it.
there should be more electronic books made available, as there are very few.
There should be a section in the library for each department where the
related academic journals & magazines can be accessed.
There are some online journals (found by looking through science direct or
elsevier) which are not available on our subscription. This is not very useful,
when the article is very relevant to the course work in questions. It would be
useful to either extend our subscription or be able to request journals more
freely.
There are considerably less paper copies of English and English Language
journals available in the library than many other subjects.
The metalib search is a bit dated and is not that easy to navigate especially
for finding journals and papers.
I very frequently find I don't have access to online journal articles which are
just what I'm looking for for an assignment...and
in the workshops for using metalib and refworks, the structure is poor
although I have a attended a couple I never felt I had learned much. I have
learnt how to use these two resources through asking the regular library staff
who are fantastic. But other people are loosing out who may not get to ask.
The online catalog and the MetaLib tool is simply amazing. This helps me to
locate and source relevant material at amazing speeds and ease. The above
mentioned tools are simple and organised so that the user is not confused
while using the tool and does not have to deal with complicated maneuvers
where he is already stressed while sourcing for academic literature!
Sometimes I find it frustrating when I find a good jounral on metalib but I am
unable to read it due to the website or the library not holding it.
As we dont have many books necessary I would like to see more magazines
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such as Eureka etc. available for use.
Not sure about using metalib have found it easier to go direct to Athens.
not all journal articles are accessible, even through library computers. surely
the university can pay a bit more to make more journals available.
more online journals
Metalib is a great resource.
Make the process of searching journals easier and more convenient to get
hold of the material.
make more sources available online so dont have to trek to the library all the
time
locating and accessing journal articles online is not the most user-friendly
process. I find it quite long-winded and difficult to learn at first
Electronic resources are terrific, partly to get round this problem and partly
because I can access them at home without wasting time walking to and from
the Library. If it's possible an expansion of electronic resources would be
really great, especially an increase in the number of electronic journals.
I would like to see more books on shelves than just the promoted e-materials
that are promoted via MetaLib as that would encourage more people to be
read and more people to go the library.
I sometimes get frustrated when I find a relevant article in an obscure journal
that the university does not subscibe to, therefore I cannot access it, not even
by interlibrary loan.
Also the University membership to the IEEE Xplorer database has allowed
me to access very detailed papers relating to my final year project.
I find metalib very difficult and frustrating to use. It might be because I'm
looking for art-related texts but it got to the point with my dissertation where I
gave up on metalib completely and used google scholar instead. I have been
to tutorials on how to use and and tried to use a help sheet but nothing
works.
I find Metalib difficult to read, it often has few of the articles or Journalsw I am
trying to find.
I believe a training session should be given on how to use metlib.
e-journals are not easily to find in full pdf format. It seems recently that you
can no longer print journals of to read which makes making note much harder
and a longer process.
E-Journals. Subscription - access to some journals don't date back far
enough.
Metalib can be difficult to use and therefore making reading difficult
i found the libarys access to outside journal sources extremely useful as
these formed the basis of the majority of my work and allowed me to access
them without paying fees
Being able to access the reading lists from home and use metalib is great
and really saves time
metalib is very time consuming to use as journals that aren't available to the
university still appear in the search results therefore it takes a long time to
filter results.

Reading Lists
Yes, i feel the module reading list should be handed out before the semester
begins so that it gives students enough time to go and search for books
before the module begins
Too many books are suggested on the reading lists, I would prefer just one or
two per module
perhaps the lecturers should make clear to the library which books will be in
high demand
The way the computer system is set up, I think it would be useful to have a
select policy on the reading list, i.e. you can tick all the books you want to
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look up in the library catalogue from the reading and view them all at once. It
is annoying because the back button on the reading list doesn't work!! You
have to continuously go back to the start!
The items on the reading list, or the required reading should be more
available in the libraries or online.
The accessibility of books on reading lists would be marked higher if more
books were made available for courses where there are a high number of
students taking modules (e.g. Psychology) but for other modules (e.g.
Ergonomics)there is a wide variety of books available.
Some tutors put up excellent reading lists whist others can sometimes be
hard to come by. But if i email Tutors about a recommendation they will often
suggest
Relevant book page numbers should be set as reading by lecturers rather
than a vague couple of chapters which may be relevant. Students would be
far more likely to complete their adademic reading if it was more consise and
relevant to the lectures.
review of reading lists for every module
Reading lists and suggested books for first years were in my case very poor
in the sence that it strongly advised and even suggested it was essential to
buy a text book costing £70 which has been used very little in the past 2
years. Where as in comparison one of my lectures suggested buying a text
book which it turns out is was pretty much essential reading if you wanted to
pass the course. Therefore i feel reading lists should identify what is deemed
important and what is more just for general interest otherwise they become
pointless.
reading lists MUST be specific, there is no use in listing a whole chapter
when four out of the 50 pages are of any relevance
Reading lists provided not always consistent across the modules, some
provide very little and others vast numbers of references.
Regarding 11c - Navigability of reading lists, there is a large issue with
attempting to do this on library catalogue computers. Once you enter the
catalogue from the list, you cannot go straight back to the list to find another
book, instead having to search for the same reading list again. I have found
the requirement for reading quite polarised between modules. Sometimes the
lecture notes compliment the reading material precisely and is examined in
this way, which I prefer, at others reading is just for background material and
it is more unsure on what is to be tested. In the latter case, we are simply
made aware that it all is to be learned.
Or for lectures to give us the information as the books are so expensive
Make students more aware of reading lists and get them reading throughout
the year by getting lecturers to point out key areas in books that are short in
length.
Lecturer's should be more specific about what it is in the readings that we
need to take away from them, as we can spend hours reading through
something that may not be relevant because it is part of the chapter/article
that we were given to read.
It would be helpful for us if tutoures can explain the differences between the
books in the reading leasts. for example which one has the easiest approach.
specially in modules like programming. because those who have a previous
expeiance might find one book very easy, while others which have no
experaince in programing might find it very defficult.
it would be good if we were told what notes/books to read before lectures.
improve the reading list page on the website. At the moment its very simple,
and involves a lot of scrolling which isnt ideal. As a student with an interest in
IT and design of websites, i think there are a few small improvements that
could be done, which would make a massive difference.
In regard to question 11 about the reading list, I do not know whether you are
referring to the electronic one on learn, or what lecturers hand out, or both.
For instance, our lecturers print their readings list in their introductory notes
for the first session. Hence 'ease of access' to reading list is not really an
issue.
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In regards to the reading list, there is an abundance of information which is
useful. However, the sheer amount of books on one page can make it
tedious to look through.
I would like to see more frequently updated reading lists.
I would love to read some kind of summary that is prepared by the lecturer. It
would only incldude key points relevant to the module.
For certain topics some reading lists could benefit from been a series of
books/ RSS feeds of relevent material, or just some useful websites.

Loan times, library
services
The short loan fines should be higher to further deter people from bringing
them back late. It's hugely annoying when you can only have a book for an
hour before the next person who's booked it out has to have it.
The short loan period is not long enough to read the book thoroughly!
The short loan section system needs to be updated several of my friends
have reserved a book, it has been returned late and then only receive the
book for 10 minutes before it had been requested again.
The process for requesting an item someone else has it sometimes so long
that you miss the deadline you originally needed the book for.
The library courses are useful I would like to be able to take books out by
giving/typing my A number, not necessarily having my physical card on me
as there have been a few times when I have forgotten my card and so not
been able to take out any books, meaning I have to make another trip.
hat some of the books that are core should be on week loans especially
those directly linked to assignments as I have many a time requested a book
and it not be due back until after the hand in deadline.
Regarding books that students asked for inter-library loan, I would like library
staff to consider buying a copy for future use.
There is a massive problem when the library system does not let you request
a book because there should be one on the shelf, even though it is not there,
hidden or lost.
Not sure if it's possible, but if not.. please could it be possible to order in
books from other libraries/purchase books that a student may need to use. A
system where the student can request a book and the library will give a
prompt response to if they can order it in or not.
there also ought to be separate resources for academics/lecturers who can
take out books for much longer than regular students, meaning we don't have
access to some books for months.
I prefer that some of the books can be held in library for reference purpose.
These books should not be issued and can only be refered in the library.
apart from the steep fines!!
It would be great if there was a pick up point for library books at the union or
the School of Art once a week, as having to travel from the Frederick Street
VisComm building to the library and back can put art students off borrowing
books.
I find it irritating when you take a book out of the library at the start of the
semester after receiving the reading lists, read it and make notes through out
the semester, only to have to give it back towards the start of exam period,
right when you need it, because someone has reserved it.
I think the short period loan section in the library is great, as quite often when
books have been out of the library i have been able to go there for the day to
get the books I want atleast for a short period of time
i d like the fine for books to be reduced
Enabling the lending of previous students thesis would be incredably useful,
or making the content available online.
Dont email us a few days before books need returning, we forget. Remind us
the day before! Would save me lots of money in fines.
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The library loan system and library staff are very efficient.
Assistance to the long ditance students to access the library materials needs
to be improved.Assistance in photocopy,and post them to the students

Complements
The library loan system and library staff are very efficient.
Very good library
Very good
Lessons and tutorials in accessing this information are excellent, and all the
staff (Library and departmental) are very helpful and knowledgeable when it
comes to finding or accessing a particular source.
The library system is very good and the itens its also very good,
The library is usually fantastic, but
The library is an excellent resource and easy to use.
The library facilities are great. The atmosphere is great for education.
Students are not taking enough benefit out of the university facilities.
The organsiation of the material is very good and helps the reader to identify
related texts quickly without much hassle. The library environment is good
offering students various services and tools to help make academic reading a
pleasurable experience.
Take full advantage of the library!!
overall, very good facilities
No, I would say that overall I'm happy with my reading
No,I think the library do a quite job.
Lovely library, very easy to use, helpful staff
Keep up the good work!
its a great place for reading. There are a lot of reffrence here.
It is essential for my course and I find reading accessible at Loughborough.
It is helped a lot by a very comprehensive and easy to use library system!
I have generally found the library an excellent resource
On the whole I find the libray service very good
happy with the service,
Generally speaking I am quite satisfied with my reading experience at
Loughborough. Well done!
Generally very good, internet search system could possibly be a little more
refined.
good as it is
everything is fine and well maintained
excellent service
Compared to my undergraduate course at a different university, academic
reading is much more accessible at Loughborough. The library is better
stocked and the compulsory research methods module has been valuable as
it has shown that there are so many sources for academic reading eg
Metalib.

Space
I find that the individual study rooms at Loughborough is an added extra that
makes exam time less strssful
I think the library would benefit from a comfortable and quiet seating area for
reading. I understand that this may not be a practical use of space but think it
would encourage recreational reading.
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more exam study spaces would be nice 24-hr
I realise the library is short of space
There are not enough study friendly places to do your reading, the library is
always very loud on the third floor and on the bottom two floors it is freezing
cold. The study space in the James France building where it is modern and
colourful is great as it promotes creativity, it just lacks natural light.

Courses and
workshops
A library workshop, providing academic reading tips and helpful hints, would
be useful for people like me.
I think it would be very beneficial for a lecture to be designated during first
year to show how to access journals from home via the VPN, and how to find
journals specifically.
There can be sessions to increase and motivate the readers. Sessions
explaning the methods of reading, that would help much students since they
mostly grasp and not looking deep into the subject.
Organize workshops for experienced researchers to share their efficient way
of academic reading may be helpful for beginners.

Guidance
i feel i am put off reading books because i can never find the exact extract of
text that would be useful for my assignment, extra reading or revision. The
ease of access through the internet makes it far simpler to source what your
looking for in a short space of time. The only issue with internet sourcing is
the validility of content. i make sure to check content with a tutor first
More and better guidance about reading. More assessment of reading i.e.
comprehension of material and more requirement of broad reading. More
discussion of reading.
it would be good to have timetabled periods of reading, where we can all
read and share what we are reading, and are supervised
Some guidance as to how we can read around our subject would be good i.e
what topics are non-assessed but certainly useful to our course experience.
Obviously we have a responsibility to ourselves to find new material but a
sense of direction would be beneficial.

Other
A significant ammount of reading doesnt seem to be required for my degree
(aeronautical engineering) until final year.
Academic reading should not be considered the same for all subjects, many
subjects need a required amount of reading, where as I study Chemical
Engineering and find that I do far less reading than say friends studying
geography. The reason for this being many texts for my subject explain
topics at a much higher level than what is ascertainable.
As a design school student we are not encouraged to read surrounding the
topic until an assignment is due, when we are expected to have know
everything already. Reading would help me to do better in my studies but I
find it difficult to know where to start in the library and which books would be
relevant / useful.
As I already mentioned, Im doing computer science so I don't do much
academic reading.
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difficult to find enough time around all our time consuming assignments
Doing engineering, most of my work and assessment is maths based or uses
material closely linked to lecture material, hence I haven't needed to do much
independent academic reading other than to clarify lecture notes
I am a French student and when I arrived I was very surprised of how people
use to read a lot here.
I don't read enough.
I like how challenging it is here. Everybody studies when they have to &
some study to understand & keep up with a module. It makes you want to be
more active.
I like to have my own copies of all the books and buy second hand.
I often find for my course there are so many books that aren't be using yet
I personally think the university should give a longer reading week, for all of
the modules,not just because sometimes it is really hard to ask questions in
lectures, so that students have to read the books at hom, but also giving
more time to student to study, will encourage them to read further.
i prefer reading on paper to the extent that i can highlight useful information
I sometimes feel that a lack of work set, during the terms, by my department
(Economics) leads to many students including myself becoming lazy and not
keeping up with Lectures and work. Subsequently this leads to cramming like
crazy during exam season. I must admit i find working constantly for a goal
I.E. mark towards my degree, or essay marks, keeps me motivated and up to
speed with my work. Unfortunatly a complete lack of work during this time
means most feel the work isnt compulsory and end up only working during
the last weeks of term, like crazy, to pass the exams. Hope this helps!
I think group study is extremely beneficial because you get ideas from other
people regarding the course material as well as other resources they sought.
I use google books quite a bit
I wish their could be more examinations for my course to encourage
academic reading throughout the term.
just need to become more familiar with it.
Just that the academic reading that is expected of us is impossible to
complete with the hours we spend in lectures, in labs, completing lab reports,
doing coursework, revising for tests. It is annoying because I want to do well
and am putting in the effort.
Learn web site is better than before. But still need to be improved.
Librarians could be a little less hostile to international students.
make library books easier to find... ie 645.302 - Where about in the library is
this level 1 / 2?
More choice for modules would be nice, and perhaps would have resulted in
better grades due to a complete lack of interest towards some modules.
More should be taught than told to read alone. I pay £3000 a year for (last
sememster) 5 hours per week of lectures, with hours of additional reading.
The lecturers should teach more of it.
make available an option to print things in draft quality (i.e. poor quality but
still readable) to make printing journal articles cheaper
I am also enrolled on a course at Bath and the single sign on for Internet
access makes life easier than at Loughborough
Not too bad at the minute, seems set reading is relevant and interesting
On engineering course so to ensure appropriate level of understanding for
the course only learn to degree taught by lecturers as far too much possible
to learn.
making a seperate computer lab nearby?
Re question 13: when simply scanning through a document I prefer to have it
on screen (less paper floating around) - that applies to documents which I get
hold of first time (to ascertain their value first) or documents I have already
used in the past and I am only looking for a specific section to quoted or
remind myself of the idea/thought introduced. However, I prefer to have main
sources on papers, so that I can make notes, highlight relevant passages
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and mark ideas I want to include in my work. I find this most effective when
writing my chapters or papers as you don't often get two monitors in order to
simply flick between those (I find switching between windows annoying and
although Windows7 half-screen window facility is extremely helpful, I find that
it reduces size of Word doc screen too much to make writing for a longer
period of time comfortable. But I guess you did not want to know all this :)
Sorry.
sometimes difficult to allocate enough time for academic reading alongside
studio work
Sometimes I feel lecturers expect too much extra reading - multiply that by
the number of modules and we would never not be reading!
sometimes it seems that we are asked to read a novel or play for one lecture
and sometime it could be irrelevant to later assignments...
the exam timings can be reviewed. i personally think 2 hours is not enough
for the amount of questions asked
The learn server is very useful
there should be a better module specification so that we know exactly what to
revise for the exams.
Tutors should understand we have many modules to read for aswell as
having non academic committments e.g. sport etc, and there are only so
many hours in the day!
Whilst being a student at loughborough university I believe there should be
more reading rooms to go into, with the option of seats and comfortable
chairs on levels 2/1 to opptomise the capacity of space availble to them.
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Q15. Do you have any other comments on your academic reading at
Loughborough that you would like to make? ? Qualitative responses
Insufficient number
of copies of stock
Subject specific
comments
E-books and e-book
readers
Journals, ejournals
and Metalib
Reading Lists
Loan times, library
services
Compliments
Library space
Courses and
Workshops
Guidance
Other
Total
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70
37
21
40
24
20
27
5
4
4
38
290
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